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Welcome

to the winter issue of 1874 magazine
Rather than railing against them, let’s embrace the long, dark winter nights
by curling up with a glass of something delicious and taking some tips for
the season ahead from the pages that follow. Find out too about what we’re
doing in terms of sustainability in a new section designed to keep you
abreast of our plans. If you're interested in how The Wine Society is run,
Chair Alan Black tells us a bit more about the role of the Committee on p5.
As our guest food and wine writer Fiona Beckett writes on p24, this is often the
time of year for crystal-ball gazing… and we’re no different. Director of Wine
Pierre Mansour tells us what to drink in 2022, revealing our value-for-money
hotspots; exciting new trends making winemaking waves; the buzz around
indigenous grapes and the treasures tucked away in our cellars now ready to be
broached. It’s often the lesser-known regions that harbour the best-kept secrets
and when it comes to France’s country regions, nobody is better at winkling these
out than buyer Marcel Orford-Williams. Freddy Bulmer shares exciting news
from Down Under about The Blind Spot range, and fresh new vintages from the
southern hemisphere bring some welcome sunshine. Fiona’s hints on what to
eat now give plenty of food for thought on current trends transforming simple
ingredients into something a bit special, showing too that healthy doesn’t
mean boring. So, get 2022 off to a good start with wine racks, store cupboards
and minds suitably recharged and primed for exploration.
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Let us know what you think of this issue of 1874 and what you’d like
to see in future editions at 1874magazine@thewinesociety.com
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Bone dry to intensely sweet
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Production & marketing manager,
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SocietyNews
O

ur buyers’ suggestions of what to drink in the year ahead started
life as a simple article in Societynews. It’s reincarnated in the pages
that follow, with highlights from Pierre Mansour and the buying team.

Joanna
Goodman

In this issue too we are pleased to introduce a new regular column from our
Committee telling you a bit more about how they operate and inviting more
to join them. We also launch a new feature designed to keep you up to
date with our initiatives around sustainability, what we’ve
achieved already, our goals and stories from the field.

NEW

The Society’s Exhibition

Santorini
Assyrtiko
2020

Santorini’s native assyrtiko is, without
question, Greece’s greatest white grape
and though it is now planted elsewhere
(even in Australia) nowhere does it reach
the heights it does in its homeland.
Supremely adapted to the harsh
conditions of this volcanic island, where
drought and high winds are par for the
course, its ability to retain acidity even in
extreme heat is what sets it apart, giving
the wines a characteristic lemon-infused,
almost saline minerality. We jumped at
the chance of bottling this wine from
family winery Artemis Karamolegos
under our Exhibition label. The family
have been grape growers on the island
since the 1950s and really know their
vines, many of which are woven into the
traditional basket-like shape to protect
them from the wind. Harvested from
low-lying vineyards averaging 50 years
of age, it’s taut and concentrated with
lime-zest and peach flavours alongside
the classic, powerful mineral streak
so typical of the grape. It’s a true
benchmark of the style and a great
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introduction to a grape which is going
from strength to strength. Delicious
with grilled chicken or meze-style
meals, or for sipping alongside
nibbles with friends. Drink now to
2025. 13.5% 1
Ref GR2211 special introductory
price of £13.25 instead of £14.95.

Your Committee

C
Steve Finlan CEO
and Karen Coates
COO with Rudi
Moore of Farrans

Warehouse 5
is taking shape
Work started on our much-needed new
warehouse back in October and as this
issue of 1874 went to press we’d made
good progress on the groundworks.
The new building will allow us to
keep all our stock on site, improving
efficiency and enhancing our service
to members. To give an idea of scale,
the total volume of the new building
will be 99,146m³ – the equivalent of 39
Olympic-sized swimming pools, enough
to accommodate 132 million bottles of
wine, or for those with expensive tastes,
66 million Champagne magnums! Laid
end to end, that many bottles would
stretch round the entire circumference
of the Earth!

New vans
Our fleet of 30 vans is being upgraded
to modern Euro 6 standard diesels fitted
with management software enabling
the monitoring of emissions van by van.
If you live in one of our van-delivery
areas, you may already have noticed
the change!

WH AT
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hair Alan Black on the
role of the Committee

I took over as Chair of The Society after
the AGM last June and at the same time
Eleanor de Kanter took over as Deputy
Chair; we were both honoured to do so.
The Society is a wonderful and unique
institution and it is a privilege to be
involved in its governance.

Alan Black

What does the Committee do?
The Committee is the equivalent of a Board of Directors; its members
(who must be active members of The Society) represent the membership
and are responsible for directing The Society’s business and supervising
the Executive team under the Chief Executive, Steve Finlan. With a
turnover in excess of £150 million, 250 staff and an active membership
in excess of 180,000, governance of The Society is a significant role. We
meet 11 times a year, with two Subcommittees meeting a total of seven
times a year. Meetings, mostly held in Stevenage with a few in London,
usually last a few hours but there are two half-day meetings, plus an
expectation to attend tastings and other events. So participation on
the Committee requires a significant commitment of time, but is highly
rewarding and interesting work. Committee members (other than the
Chair and Deputy Chair who receive more to reflect the work they do)
receive an annual fee with a base of about £5,500.

What have we been doing since the AGM?
As well as reviewing monthly management accounts and other
operational matters, we have: approved and committed to the building of
warehouse 5 (see left); as The Society approaches its 150th anniversary,
we’ve discussed at length what the strategy of the business should look
like and what this may mean for members; considered changes to our
Rules to present at this year’s AGM, approved our sustainability strategy,
reviewed our IT strategy and new website, approved procedural
changes to The Society’s Pension scheme; spent time on the Risk
Register and key risks facing The Society.

How do you join the Committee?
It is important for the Committee to encompass a diverse set of skills and
perspectives and to achieve this we constantly look to refresh and bring
in people with new skill sets; with new members being co-opted on to
the Committee for a period before possible election in due course.

For those members who have been
storing wines for future enjoyment,
our buyers’ recommendations of the
vintages that will be starting to hit
their stride this year can be found at
thewinesociety.com/vintagestodrink

We are currently looking for people with Board or senior commercial
experience, or retail marketing experience, who, over and above having
the necessary skills and being able to commit their time, must have a
real enthusiasm for The Society and what it stands for – the values by
which it lives.

Or scan:

Get in touch

If you’re interested in being considered for co-option please write with
details of your skills and suitability to tylerg@thewinesociety.com
THEWINESOCIETY.COM 01438 741177 | 5
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Explore

Quinta da
Romeira P
̒ rova
Régiaʼ Arinto,
Bucelas 2020
While Bucelas was almost certainly fortified originally,
Portuguese wine expert (and one-time Wine Society employee)
Richard Mayson tells us in his fascinating book The Wines of
Portugal, ‘…by the 1870s there was no longer any need to fortify
the wine before shipment.’ The wine was described in our list
as ‘Portuguese hock’, at 19 shillings a dozen, giving some clue
as to the style our predecessors were enjoying, but as Mayson
tells us, the wine of the time existed ‘in endless variety’. The wine
disappeared from our lists in 1886 and this tiny region north of
Lisbon slipped into obscurity. Now, thanks to changes in taste as
crisp, dry whites have become increasingly popular and with the
historic Quinta da Romeira leading the way, the region and its
wines are enjoying a revival.

A new take on
The Society’s first-ever wine

B

ucelas, or Bucellas as it was known then, was a highly
popular wine in 19th-century Britain and was the
original purchase made by ‘a Committee of Gentlemen’
in the summer of 1874, led by Major General Henry Scott,
architect of the Albert Hall, following the International
Exhibition held there.

It was the wine on which the International Exhibition Cooperative Wine Society, to give us our full name, was founded.
We don’t know which property our wine came from, but it
might well have been Quinta da Romeira as they have been
making wine since 1703 and are one of the most prestigious
in the region. The popularity of Bucelas is usually attributed to
The Duke of Wellington who used Quinta da Romeira as his
headquarters during the Peninsular Wars, developing such
a taste for the estate’s wine, that he shipped it back to London
in vast quantities. After the wine was offered to King George
IV it became highly fashionable, Dickens and Byron counting
amongst its celebrity fans and Shakespeare giving it
a name-check in Henry IV Part II.
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The local arinto grape must constitute at least 75% of the blend
of Bucelas (this wine is 100%), and Romeira, with nearly 75ha of
the variety, is believed to have the largest plantings in the world.
The grape thrives on the region’s rolling hills and clay-limestone
soils, protected from the worst of the Atlantic weather systems
by a low-lying coastal range and moderated by the wide Tagus
estuary to the east. The modern incarnation of Bucelas could
not be more different from its forbears – it’s crisp, refreshing,
and undoubtedly superior in quality and goes down well in the
nearby capital’s bars and restaurants.
The historic Quinta da Romeira has also prospered since its
acquisition in 2018 by the Sogrape group who have invested
heavily in the winery and vineyards and put the talented António
Braga of Quinta de Azevedo in charge of winemaking.

What does it taste like?
The wine is fermented in stainless steel at cool temperatures
to preserve what buyer Jo Locke MW describes as arinto’s ‘lifeaffirming acidity’ which then carries the delicate flavours of green
apple and white-floral, jasmine-like perfume, long onto the finish.

How to enjoy it
Not surprisingly for a wine produced so close to the sea, this
would be delicious with seafood but would work well too with a
simple, gently spiced stir fry or noodle dish. A zesty, zippy wine,
it could also accompany the cheese board.
Enjoy a bottle of Quinta da Romeira 'Prova Régia' Arinto,
Bucelas 2020 (ref PW9241), 13% alc at the special bottle price
of £13.50 instead of £14.50. Only one bottle per member at
this special explore price.

Meet the
Kevin Knipe

team

HEAD OF SUPPLY
CHAIN & LOGISTICS

Tell us a bit more about your role at
The Wine Society.
I manage the carriers who collect the wine from vineyards
all over the world, deliver it to our warehouses, and then have
it picked, packed and delivered to our members via DHL or
our own vans. That also covers any delivery queries, and of
course returns.

You started in September 2020 just as
the Christmas rush was taking off. Was it
a bit of a baptism by fire?
Yes, you could say that! Within a few days of starting the
warehouse hit ‘full’ which meant diverting a lot of stock to
a third-party warehouse. We handled Christmas orders
relatively easily initially but received a lot more demand
for bottle pick than we’d planned for and had to rapidly
implement weekend working and a night shift to maintain
the service to members.

Have you got any big plans for your area
of the business?
Yes, of course! Planning for Christmas 2021 started straight
after 2020. When you read this we’ll be planning for 2022.
Learning from 2020, we started our night shift much earlier
giving us about 30% more capacity within bottle pick.
Warehouse 5 construction is already underway which will
provide storage for another four million bottles and a more
efficient operating platform – we’re hugely excited about that.

LAST WORD

Change
for the
better
I

was lucky to have been brought
up on home-grown vegetables,
and the pleasure of eating freshly
harvested produce from the
garden remains undimmed.

Sebastian Payne
MASTER OF WINE

Carrots actually smelt of carrots, broad beans could be picked
small and tender, humble runner beans (which thrived last year)
were crisp and fresh. Even freshly dug potatoes (lifted, my father
used to say) taste different. Alas, in 2021, early potatoes were
spoiled by frost and the main crop was small through lack of
water. Our garden was too cool for most fruits except raspberries,
gooseberries and rhubarb – three things I thought this island
country grew better than others until a Hungarian friend told me
that Hungary had three different words for gooseberry. I think
Covid restrictions encouraged many to spend time in gardens
or on allotments, but 2021 has also served to remind us of the
vagaries of climate. Dramatically so for vine growers on the USA’s
West Coast, hit by destructive fires and/or smoke taint; Ahr Valley
cellars hit by floods; Burgundians and Champenois hit by frosts,
followed by extreme heat and then torrential rain, encouraging
rampant mildew.
Long-term, change can help. Claude Jaume, whose sons now run
the thriving Vinsobres estate that supplies our excellent Côtes-duRhône, majored in olive oil production until the severe 1956 frosts
killed all his trees, encouraging him to plant vines instead.

Where were you before The Wine Society?

Problems demand solutions. Wine Society buyer, Freddy Bulmer
moved quickly to secure decent stock of New Zealand sauvignon
after the short vintage, thanks in part to our long-standing
relationships with growers there. Chardonnay drinkers will find
that Jo Locke MW has sourced some excellent South African
wines, worth knowing as white Burgundy is going to be harder to
source this year.

I’ve spent all my working career in distribution, transporting
anything from IT, consumables and hardware, to cycling
equipment and wine. I was previously Head of Operations
at Enotria Winecellars (now Enotria & Coe); a very similar
role except that Enotria deliver to On Trade customers (bars,
hotels and restaurants) rather than direct to consumers.

Though we have a marvellous family butcher locally, we find
that often our meals are vegetable based. Mushrooms, which I
love, also feature and will be perfect with my Piedmontese reds.
Funghi, I am convinced, will be the future, as they apparently were
the past, and move underground in remarkable ways that first
helped things to grow on this planet.

… and what’s the best bit about your job
at The Wine Society?
It’s a bit of a cliché, but it’s the people I work with. We have
many challenges to address and changes to implement, and
without the support of a great team around me, none of that
would be possible.

Protecting vines from frost
by aspersion, Chablis

Finally, outside of work, what do you enjoy doing?
I have just completed my 100th Parkrun (5km every Saturday),
but I also run 10k and Half Marathon distances too. These
help offset my love of food and wine.
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Sowing the seeds
of sustainability

SU STA I N A B I LI T Y

Dom de Ville, our newly appointed Director of Sustainability
and Social Impact, brings us up to speed on developments

W

ine has always been at
the heart of what The Wine
Society’s all about and doing the
right thing for members, suppliers
and staff is a cornerstone of our
co-operative ethos.
Sustainability has always been part of
our working practices too, making sure
we manage our resources carefully
not just for the benefit of current
members but so that we can ensure
we are here for future members to

Simon Mason outlines

enjoy too. Winemaking is particularly
susceptible to even the smallest shifts in
weather patterns and climate variations
compared to other agricultural crops,
the grapes reflecting these so vividly
in the glass. We know from listening to
growers, many of whom The Society
has followed for generations, that the
effects of climate change are already
being keenly felt as they experience
more extreme and unpredictable
weather. As farmers they do what they
can to minimise the damage to the land

Some of the challenges
from grape to glass
V I N E YA RD

Challenge: Growers face both regionspecific and global issues, such as
water usage, reliance on chemical
sprays, maintaining biodiversity.
Environmental standards and schemes
can be confusing and aren’t always
appropriate.

Dom de Ville

that is their inheritance. We too have to
do more in extending our own actions
to make the process from vineyard to
glass altogether more sustainable - for
our people and our planet. Increasingly,
members have told us this is something
they are concerned about too. A key
focus for this year will be publishing
The Wine Society’s first full sustainability
strategy. Published as part of the Annual
Review in May, it will set out our ambitious
sustainability goals and provide the basis
for future transparent and accountable

PAC K AGING

Challenge: Glass, still the container of choice, and
despite being widely recyclable, represents a significant
part of wine’s overall CO2 emissions with the energy
used in its production.

What can we do?

Move to lighter-weight bottles, review alternative
packaging (eg. bag-in-box, cans, recycled PET bottles.)

What can we do?

Communicate better what our
producers are doing. Work with
partners to produce a sustainability
reference to clarify the many schemes.
Share with producers best practice
from across our supply base.

GRAPE
WIN ERY

Challenge: To improve energy efficiency by,
for example, adopting solar energy, reducing
chemical and water use, considering initiatives
such as carbon capture from fermentation.

What can we do?
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Work with our producers to create a centre
of excellence showcasing solutions and
initiatives and sharing learnings.

SH IP P ING

Challenge: One of the toughest areas
to make carbon and emissions savings.

What can we do?

Continue to work with our shippers to ensure we
achieve our 2040 net-zero target. Our largest
shipper already provides CO2 data to assist
decision making; the vast majority of our Italian
wines come by rail; we already ship in bulk and
bottle in the UK and the EU and will look at
increasing this where it makes sense to do so.

reporting on progress towards reaching
these. It is our desire to infuse constant
thinking and action on sustainability in
every part of our business and supply
chain – as part of our ambition to be
the most ethical and responsible wine
retailer in the world. The strategy has
been formulated following a thorough
review of all operations by industryleading consultancy, Sancroft, who have
also helped the business with setting
out the following key greenhouse
gas (GHG) emission reduction targets,
communicated to members last year.

• By the end of 2023

Certified as a carbon-neutral business

I will be supported in my role
by Simon Mason who has taken
up a new role as Head of Wine
Sustainability and Due Diligence.
As well as working closely with the
buying team, operations and our
suppliers, Simon is our representative
on the Sustainable Wine Roundtable
– a coalition of producers, retailers,
industry experts and consultants, of
which we are proud to be founder
members. He will be working closely
with our suppliers to help us to achieve
our mutual goals and outlines below
some of the challenges we face,
alongside how we may address these.

• By the end of 2028

Reduced GHG (greenhouse gas)
emissions to as close to zero as possible

• By 2040

Certified net zero across our business
AND supply chain

For more information on
our key emissions targets,
see the sustainability
section of our FAQs at
thewinesociety.com/help
or scan the QR code.

Social impact
Much of what we have talked about
relates to the environmental aspects of
sustainability, but we are also making
ambitious social commitments that will
foster a Wine Society for all, ensuring
care, fairness and respect for our
members, colleagues, our winemakers
and other suppliers. This forms a
significant part of our ambition to have
the most ethical wine supply chain in
the world by 2030. As well as this, we
shall be offering mentorship and training
opportunities to help encourage diversity
within the wine trade. We will also
ensure that members are provided with
comprehensive information on nutrition,
alcohol, composition and sustainability
credentials of their wine to enable those
that wish to do so to make informed
choices as to their purchases.

STOR AGE

Challenge: Temperature control in our
cellars is essential as is making this more
energy efficient.

What can we do?

Solar panels installed on our warehouse
roofs have reduced electricity consumption
by 30-40% annually. We plan to switch to a
green tariff for remaining electricity needed
whilst continuing to reduce
overall consumption.

R ECYC LIN G

Challenge: To ensure that as much
as possible of the materials we
use are made from recycled and
sustainable materials and are fully
recyclable.

What can we do?

Prepare for deposit return
schemes, plastic tax and extended
producer responsibility by ensuring
our bottles, cartons and other
packaging will be suitable for these
schemes. Commitment to right
weighting all of our packaging; zero
office waste to landfill; investing in
a programme to find new ways
of reducing the carbon footprint of
our packaging.

GLASS
ONWA R D
D IST R IB U T I O N

Challenge: Delivery to members is
by either our vans or carrier, most of
which are currently diesel.

What can we do?

Monitor developments in electric
/ hydrogen van technology. By
2028 the whole fleet will be zeroemission vans with enough capacity
for our deliveries. Continue to work
closely with carriers to achieve our
target by 2040.
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Stories from the field

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y I N AC T I O N I N C H I L E

A

s the world’s fourth largest exporter of wine, Chile is an important player in the
industry. Perceived to be ideal for grape growing, Chile nonetheless has specific
challenges in the form of water scarcity, deforestation and social inequities in particular.
These, along with optimising energy efficiency, are core areas of focus. We look at two
producers to see how sustainability is being addressed by both large and small estates.
Concha y Toro with almost 10,000ha throughout Chile is the country’s largest vineyard
owner, while family-owned Viña Koyle, who started out with just 50ha in 2006 in Colchagua,
show how ethical and sustainable practices can be realised at the other end of the scale.

Case studies

Concha y Toro

Concha y Toro’s water usage has earned
them worldwide plaudits

A bit like Penfolds in Australia,
Concha y Toro manage to carry off
that rare skill of producing both highly
sought-after bottles in limited quantities
and good-quality wines in volume
under internationally recognisable
brand names. Despite their size, they
are also capable of putting together
small-batch parcels of wine exclusively
for Society members. When it comes
to sustainability, its credentials are
impressive here too (even their
sustainability report is award winning!).
As a big organisation they are able to
invest in research and development and
effect meaningful change across their
business in a carefully planned way. The
fact that they are also big landowners
means that the changes they have made
scale up to being truly significant. They
have already managed to reach some
important milestones and in April 2021,
after an evaluation process that lasted
two years, they also achieved B Corp
certification – the largest winery to join
this global movement.

Water, energy and emissions

Concha y Toro's efficient water usage
has earned them worldwide plaudits
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Very little precipitation over the
past couple of years makes water
conservation essential, not just
for business but for the survival of
communities in certain areas. Concha y
Toro have invested heavily in technology
to precisely predict a vineyard’s needs,
rolling out a ‘smart’ drip-irrigation system

across all its vineyards, achieving a 48%
reduction in their water use compared
to the industry average. Concha y Toro
was the first wine company globally to
commit to net zero emissions by 2050,
and has set itself stretching interim
targets to ensure it stays on track to
meet the end objective. Solar panels
are installed throughout their vineyards
and all facilities in Chile are powered by
renewable energy. Many of their wines
are big, global brands and switching to
bulk shipping and using lighter-weight
bottles made from recycled glass where
they can has paid dividends.

Biodiversity and people
In order to protect the rich biodiversity
of wildlife and fauna on their estates,
including 4,200ha of native woodland
(home to many threatened species and
important carbon sinks), Concha y Toro
have mapped and carried out inventories
of all their land. They became the first
winery in the world to register its forests
under FSC certification and play a
leading role in its protection.
The company believes in building strong
relationships with its employees, partners
and suppliers and the communities in
which it operates, with staff taking part
in volunteering programmes, grape
growers receiving technical advice,
and local communities getting both
educational scholarships and investment
to improve living standards.

As all farmers know, the quality of the compost is vital;
being biodynamic, Koyle's must come from the estate

Viña Koyle
Cristóbal Undurraga is unusual in Chile
as he’s one of the few producers who
actually lives with his family on the
vineyard as ‘viticultor’ – responsible
for both making the wine and tending
the vines. This gives him a unique
perspective on the land he farms,
chosen after much research as the best
place to start their new venture back
in 2006. From the outset the vision
was to produce high-quality wines
that expressed the terroir. Cristóbal, a
highly experienced winemaker (having
worked at high-profile estates around
the world) was convinced that the best
way to achieve this was through organic
or biodynamic farming. ‘When you have
grown your grapes from scratch without
using any chemicals you produce
cleaner, healthier grapes with more
stability and concentration, better able
to express the terroir – and it’s healthier
and more pleasant for those working on
the estate too,’ he explains.
By being close to the land, Cristóbal
was able to observe the popularity of his
syrah vines with the local bee population.
Syrah grapes can be quite sensitive to
moisture: the skins split and botrytis can
set in. When this happens, the bees are
the first to notice, Cristóbal discovered.
Attracted by the sugar oozing out of the
grapes, they suck the sweetness from
the grape and in so doing prevent rot
from taking hold and the grapes can then
heal and grow normally. Now Cristóbal
actively encourages this free form of

natural rot prevention, building colourful
beehives around the syrah vines. The
most outstanding effect of working under
biodynamic methods, Cristóbal tells us,
is ‘to witness the biodiversity flourish as
birds, plants and bugs become more and
more established making each vineyard
different from the next with a diverse
ecosystem, bringing greater expression
to the land and ultimately the wine.’
Water is an issue here too. The winery’s
ecological reservoir retains water from
the mountains for irrigation, but the last
three years have been extremely dry,
something Cristóbal acknowledges
is going to become even more of a
challenge and which they currently
have no solutions for. When it comes to
energy use, they have 100 solar panels
which have helped to reduce about
30% of their energy consumption and
have plans to build their own 100%
self-sufficient winery in the future; their
current building is built from stones dug
out of the vineyards. They also plan to
make an eco-park for tourists to enjoy
the surroundings and gain a better
understanding of the link between nature
and fine wine and food.
Right from the beginning our buyer
Toby Morrhall saw that there was great
potential here with the combination of
Cristóbal’s winemaking skills and natural
feel for the land. The quality of the
subsequent wines has proved him right.
Find them in our Chilean selection at
thewinesociety.com/chile

Natural pest control

WHAT CAN WE AS
WIN E D RIN KE RS D O?
Perhaps one of the best things we all
can do is keep an open mind when it
comes to trying out new ways of enjoying
our wine in more sustainable ways. For
example, we plan to work with some of
our producers to trial different types of
packaging – glass bottles, as much as we
love them are not great for the planet! But
more ecologically viable formats, such as
bag-in-box and cans will only take off if
consumers are willing to adopt them.

What you can do right now

One of our priorities is to reduce and
right-weight glass bottles across our
range. While this is something we
are already working on and closely
monitoring, there may be the occasional
heavy weight that still comes through.
Feel free to challenge any that
you receive by emailing masons@
thewinesociety.com and letting us know
the wine name and reference number if
possible so that we can take it up with
the producer.
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R
Pierre
Mansour

ed wine is moving in an exciting new
direction with greater emphasis on pure fruit
flavour and on ripeness rather than over-ripeness.
Combining energy with bright flavours, these ‘new
wave’ reds display a purity unencumbered by overzealous winemaking or too much oak.
Loire cabernet franc and Beaujolais epitomise this style (it’s part of the
DNA of these regions) but today we’re seeing examples from further afield:
Australia, Spain and Austria have excellent wines that are truly reflective of
grape variety and location. We adore the joyful charm and sheer drinkability
of these new-wave reds and believe they deserve greater attention.

Percheron Old-Vine Cinsault,
Western Cape 2020
Light, pure and easy, this is a lovely
example of modern Cape cinsault. With
bright cranberry fruit and refreshing,
palate-cleansing acidity, it would be
great served on the cool side with a
traybake of roasted veg, bangers and
mash. 14.5%

Ref SA17421
£6.95 bottle | £83 dozen

WAV E

Viña Zorzal Garnacha,
Navarra 2020
With the power dialled down here
you just have wonderfully appealing
fruity and fresh Spanish garnacha from
Rioja’s next-door neighbour. Expect
bags of charm, red-berry fruit, plump
texture and modest weight. 13.5%

Ref SP16981
£7.25 bottle | £87 dozen

Yalumba Y Series Cabernet
Sauvignon 2019
From one of the great names of
South Australian wine, so it's no
surprise that this punches well
above its weight. Attractive red
fruits and a hint of violet give this
full-bodied cabernet succulence
at a seductive price. 14.5%
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Reds

Ref AU24001
£8.25 bottle | £99 dozen

Château d'Emeringes,
Beaujolais-Villages Vieilles
Vignes 2020
Although the château, a magnificent
edifice, is now sadly in disrepair, this
cool spot high in the northern hills
near Juliénas makes an intense,
deeply coloured, refreshing style of
Beaujolais that can outshine many
a cru. 13.5%

Ref BJ8841
£8.50 bottle | £102 dozen

Saumur-Champigny 'Tradition',
Domaine La Bonnelière 2020
Loire cabernet franc, pure and
unadorned, is a delight, and this is
a joyful wine with juicy, bright cassis
fruit and gentle tannins. 13.5%

Ref LO17001
£9.95 bottle | £119 dozen

Pittnauer Pitti Red,
Burgenland 2019
A red which puts a smile on your face.
Energetic, lifted fruit showing Austria's
hallmark freshness, along with hints
of cherry and raspberry and a lovely
underlying note of sweet spice, this is
both exciting and super-friendly. 12.5%

Ref AA3301
£9.95 bottle | £119 dozen

excellence

W

e shine a light on three inspiring leaders in the
field of social and environmental performance

These delicious wines come from two of our most
celebrated suppliers, the Symington family in Portugal
and Concha y Toro in Chile, plus the relatively new
Cape outfit Lubanzi.
All have achieved the strict B Corp
certification, which means that their business
performance is proven to have a positive
influence on the environment, their staff and
the communities they work in. This extra
discipline is seen in the quality of their wines
too, which are world class.

Quinta da Fonte Souto
'Florão', Alentejano 2018
From the Symingtons' new property in north-east
Alentejo, this is a blend of local Portuguese grapes
part barrel-fermented in older oak, offering yellow
stone-fruit, citrus and floral aromas lifted by
a salty tang. Drink this year. 13.5%

Ref PW7801 2
£12.50 bottle | £150 dozen

Concha y Toro Terrunyo Maipo
Cabernet Sauvignon 2017
From terraced vineyards on the banks of the
Maipo at Pirque comes this classy red with
elegant lead-pencil nose, ripe, sweet tannins and
sophisticated long palate. Drink now to 2025. 14%

Ref CE10671
£21.50 bottle | £258 dozen

Lubanzi Shiraz-Grenache-Mourvèdre,
Coastal 2020 250ml can
A beacon of responsibility from the outset, Lubanzi's
deliciously smooth and eminently drinkable SGM
blend is also thoughtfully packaged. 13.5%

Ref SA17583
£3.95 can | £47 dozen

Sparkling

excellence

& enduring craftmanship
from our oldest supplier

W

ine Society members have been enjoying
delicious sparkling wines from Gratien
since 1906, and for good reason. It’s all about
quality, the result of scrupulous grape selection
and obsessive attention to detail in winemaking.

The gentle crémant style is expressed expertly
by Gratien & Meyer in the Loire where they buy
grapes, must (crushed grape juice) and wine from
carefully selected growers in the region. In recent
years they have invested in their own vineyards,
aiming to cover around 50% of their production;
the 2018 featured here is the first vintage to
include their own fruit.
In Champagne, Alfred Gratien is the envy of many
of the grandes marques. A small house, it can
make decisions at every stage based on quality:
mostly premier and grand cru grapes, fermentation
in barrel (just like Krug!) and extensive ageing in
bottle (five years for the non-vintage). The Society’s
Champagne is extraordinarily fine and poised
and one we remain incredibly proud of.

Celebrating OU R S U PPL IER S

Social &
environmental

The Society's Celebration
Crémant de Loire 2018
Chardonnay for finesse, chenin blanc
for freshness, and a little pinot noir and
cabernet franc for structure and body.
Refined fizz from Gratien & Meyer. 12.5%

Ref SG3211 1
£12.95 bottle | £155 dozen

The Society's
Champagne Brut NV
The house style of Alfred Gratien is influenced
by longer fermentation, oak ageing and bottle
maturity, and the resultant rich, rounded flavours
make it a glorious accompaniment to all manner
of courses and cuisines. 12.5%

Ref CH331 1
£34 bottle | £170 6-for-5 price

Alfred Gratien Brut 2009
Alfred Gratien make a superb vintage
Champagne and this 2009 is singing now.
Rich brioche and apple flavours develop
almond, peach and mineral notes as the
wine opens up. 12.5%

Ref CH4361

1

£42 bottle | £504 dozen
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12 WINES UNDER £10
Where to find terrific value in 2022
As ever, say our buyers, it pays to dig a little deeper and
around the fringes of the old classic regions and to keep
pace with the new and the upcoming – something the
team is famously good at – see below!

Reds
Lagoalva, Tejo 2020
From an historic estate 100km north
of Lisbon, this juicy modern blend
of two of Portugal's most important
grapes – castelão for roundness
and savoury fruit, and touriga
nacional for perfume and structure
given a little oak spice – is typical
of the excellent value to be found
here. 13.5%

Ref PW9231
£7.95 bottle | £95 dozen

Château Canada, Bordeaux
Supérieur 2019
Bordeaux can mean bargains
if you know where to look. This
pleasing claret from between
Côtes de Bourg and Fronsac is
mainly merlot, with 30% cabernet
sauvignon providing freshness
and backbone. 13.5%

Ref CB6351
£8.25 bottle | £99 dozen
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Minervois, Plaisir d'Eulalie,
Château Sainte Eulalie 2020

Château Cap L'Ousteau,
Haut-Médoc 2016

For sheer value, look to the Languedoc.
This generous, ripe and full-flavoured red
from a much-loved property, is round and
plummy in this warm vintage, with the
accent on fruit and balance. 14.5%

Buried treasure in cru classé territory!
From vines between Margaux and
Saint-Julien, this appealing blend of 60%
merlot, 24% cabernet sauvignon and 16%
petit verdot has the hallmark balance and
freshness of the 2016 vintage. 13%

Ref FC40951
£8.25 bottle | £99 dozen

Ventoux Les Traverses,
Paul Jaboulet Aîné 2020
The southern Rhône still scores on
value. This lusciously ripe-fruited
winner from an impeccable source
expresses the long, hot summer
of 2020 tempered by cool August
nights and the breezes from Mont
Ventoux. 14%

Ref RH60831
£8.50 bottle | £102 dozen

Ref CM23691
£8.50 bottle | £102 dozen

Concha y Toro Corte Lorena
D.O. Cauquenes CarignanGrenache 2020
Still evolving, Chile does affordable
quality extremely well, witness this juicy
red from unirrigated vines in Cauquenes.
65% bush-vine carignan planted in the
1950s gives structure and freshness;
younger grenache lends sweet fruit. 14%

Ref CE11711
£9.25 bottle | £111 dozen

Bodegas Murua Aclys
Crianza, Rioja 2018
For great hospitality, try the
neighbours! Next door to celebrated
Riscal, Murua own some of Rioja's finest
vineyards yet remain relatively unknown
here. This full, rich, perfumed crianza
deserves to live in nobody’s shadow. 14.5%

Ref SP17031
£9.95 bottle | £119 dozen

Whites
Undurraga Cauquenes Estate
Maule Viognier-RoussanneMarsanne 2020
Like Concha y Toro opposite,
Undurraga are big players but both
are quality-driven and terroir-focused
making great wines for the price. Peachy
perfume and caressing texture alongside
appealing aromatic complexity from the
classic trio of Rhône grapes. 14%

Ref CE11511 2
£7.75 bottle | £93 dozen

Costières de Nîmes La
Ciboise, Chapoutier 2020
A famous name in less familiar
surroundings is a canny buy.
From a stony plateau outside
Nîmes, and a distinguished
Rhône producer, this exuberantly
fruity grenache-syrah blend is
rich, full-bodied and spicy. 14.5%

Ref RH60321
£9.25 bottle | £111 dozen

Pepe Mendoza Mares de
Luz Monastrell-Giro,
Alicante 2019

MIXED CASE
WHAT TO DRINK
IN 2022 CASE
Explore our buyers’ picks of
new-wave reds (see p12) and valuefor-money hotspots with a dash
of sustainable excellence (p13).
A 12-bottle case containing one
bottle of each of the following:
REDS
• Percheron Old-Vine Cinsault,
Western Cape 2020
• Viña Zorzal Garnacha, Navarra 2020
• Yalumba Y Series Cabernet
Sauvignon 2019
• Château d'Emeringes, BeaujolaisVillages Vieilles Vignes 2020
• Pittnauer Pitti Red, Burgenland 2019

The Society’s Verdicchio
Classico 2020

• Château Canada, Bordeaux
Supérieur 2019

One of the best buys from a country that
abounds in them, Italy's incomparable
verdicchio makes vibrant, crisp and
refreshing wines. From an organically
farmed single vineyard, this one is full,
dry, citrusy and mineral. 12.5%

• Minervois, Plaisir d'Eulalie,
Château Sainte Eulalie 2020

Ref IT31521 1
£7.95 bottle | £95 dozen

Regaleali Bianco,
Tasca d'Almerita 2020
Sicily’s transition from Marsala to vibrant
and well-priced table wines is good news.
From a famous estate, this blend of local
inzolia, grecanico and catarratto with a
dash of chardonnay packs beautifully
balanced ripe stone-fruit and lemon
flavours. 12%

• Ventoux Les Traverses, Paul
Jaboulet Aîné 2020

WHITES
• Quinta da Fonte Souto 'Florão',
Alentejano 2018
• Undurraga Cauquenes Estate Maule
Viognier-Roussanne-Marsanne 2020
• The Society’s Verdicchio
Classico 2020
• Regaleali Bianco, Tasca
d'Almerita 2020
Ref MX223 | £99

Ref IT31251 2
£8.50 bottle | £102 dozen

A fruity and peppery southern
Spanish red from a star winemaker.
The monastrell grape endows a
blackberry richness and pepper
backed by the succulence of giro
(the local name for garnacha). 14%

Ref SP17021
£9.75 bottle | £117 dozen
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IND I G E N OU S

GRA PES
E

urope’s vast wealth of native grapes has
undergone a renaissance in recent years,
thanks to a new generation of growers,
dedicated to unlocking their potential and
rediscovering those lost in the mists of time.

Some grapes are transformed by shifts in climate, others
shine when transported to better-suited sites or get the
love and attention they need to show their true colours.
The result is original and exciting wines that satisfy those
with a thirst for curiosity. Southern and eastern Europe
are the treasure troves – Italy, Spain, Portugal, Greece
and Austria, Hungary and Bulgaria – with wines that
are distinctive, different and full of personality.

Italy: Cirò Rosso
Gaglioppo, Santa Venere 2019
Brilliant fruity Calabrian red from Italy’s
toe, made from gaglioppo grapes grown
organically in vineyards overlooking the
sea. Well structured, with bramble, redcherry and leather notes and a refreshing
finish. Drink now to 2023. 13.5%

Ref IT31971
£10.50 bottle | £126 dozen

Reds
Hungary: Kékfrankos,
Ostoros 2020
Bright, crunchy, peppery kékfrankos (aka
blaufränkisch – kék is Hungarian for blue)
from just north-east of Budapest. Brimming
with redcurrant and cherry fruit and with a
distinct white-pepper finish for deliciously
uncomplicated drinking, and only 11.5%

Spain: Casa La Rad
Solarce, Rioja 2019
Unlock Spain’s most important local
grape, tempranillo with this modern,
gorgeous Rioja. A full, plump and
generously fruity red from a new
young team who own vineyards in
the southern part of the region. 14%

Ref HU1701
£7.25 bottle | £87 dozen

Ref SP16841
£8.50 bottle | £102 dozen

Bulgaria: Heritage
Mavrud, Via Vinera 2019

Austria: The Society’s
Blaufränkisch 2019

A Bulgarian native, mavrud produces fullbodied reds. With fresh, juicy blackcurrant
and truffle notes, backed up with a savoury
hint of pepper, this is a prime example.
Perfect for hearty winter food. 14.5%

Ref BG441
£8.50 bottle | £102 dozen
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From a superb vintage for Austria,
reflected in the quality of our ownlabel red in this particularly tasty
release. Showing a ripe, full core
of redcurrant and blackberry fruit
and fresh, succulent acidity, this is
delicious. 13%

Ref AA3431
£9.75 bottle | £117 dozen

Portugal: Carlos Lucas
Ribeiro Santo 'Concrete'
Tinto, Dão 2016
Typical Dão blend of touriga
nacional, tinta roriz and alfrocheiro
aged entirely in one cement tank
until bottling last summer, giving
both precision and freshness to
the floral perfume and clean-cut
finish. Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

Ref PW9251
£11.25 bottle | £135 dozen

Greece: Xinomavro Jeunes
Vignes, Thymiopoulos 2019
Native to Naoussa, Greece’s finest
black grape comes alive in the hands of
Apostolos Thymiopoulos. Bright, pure and
elegant with a wonderful perfume of red
fruits, sundried tomato and herbaceous
undertones. Drink now to 2024. 13%

Ref GR1691
£11.50 bottle | £138 dozen

Whites
Austria: The Society's
Grüner Veltliner 2020
Austria’s grü-v grape is becoming a
members’ favourite with its succulent
pear and nectarine flavours, refreshing
spritz and gentle, food-friendly peppery
twist. 12%

Ref AA3211 2
£8.25 bottle | £99 dozen

Greece: The Society's
Greek White 2021
A clever super-clean blend
of moschofilero, providing
grapefruit and rosehip aromatics,
and roditis, giving wonderful
citrusy freshness. The perfect
anyday white from Greece. 12%

Ref GR2241 2
£8.50 bottle | £102 dozen

Hungary: Tokaji Dry
Furmint, Pajzos 2019

Spain: Gaba do Xil Branco
Godello, Valdeorras 2020

The grape behind Hungary’s famous
sweet wines also makes delicately
aromatic, spicy dry wines. This one has
notes of green apple and pineapple
on the nose, with a full and spicy palate
and the bright, mouthwatering acidity
typical of the grape. 12%

Gentle, floral, unoaked dry and succulent
white with a touch of godello's distinctive
citrus fruit. Made by the talented Telmo
Rodríguez from fruit grown in the fresh
continental climate of eastern Galicia, drink
this now and next year. 13.5%

Ref HU1741A1 2
£8.95 bottle | £107 dozen

Ref SP17171 1
£11.95 bottle | £143 dozen

Portugal: Adega de
Monção Alvarinho,
Vinho Verde 2020
Invitingly fresh white from the
verdant north-west, with the typical
fragrance of ripe stone fruit and
flowers, lifted by a light spritz on
the palate. 13.5%

Ref PW8781 2
£9.25 bottle | £111 dozen

MIXED CASE
INDIGENOUS GRAPE
EXPLORERS’ CASE
Discover the benefit of going back to
your roots with this mouthwatering
pick of the bunch. Contains two bottles
of each of the following wines:
REDS
• Kékfrankos, Ostoros 2020
• Casa La Rad Solarce, Rioja 2019
• Cirò Rosso Gaglioppo,
Santa Venere 2019
WHITES
• The Society's Grüner Veltliner 2020
• The Society's Greek White 2021
• Adega de Monção Alvarinho,
Vinho Verde 2020
Ref MX222 | £99
SAVE £5.50
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to
our
C E L LAR

Mature wines, perfectly aged, from our cellar to your table

C

ellaring fine wines requires, and rewards, patience.
They become more complex and harmonious in
bottle, developing savoury flavours as they shake off
the exuberant primary fruits of youth.
We’ve always laid down good vintages so that members
don’t have to, shipping young wines when they are first
released to develop slowly in the perfect conditions of
our temperature-controlled cellars until ready to drink.
We’ve marked these wines as ‘Museum Release’ in the
selection here (look out for other Museum Release features
throughout the year). Others, like Rioja, are only released
after extensive ageing and some, thanks to our great
relationships with the suppliers, are held and aged at
source for us. All these wines may be enjoyed now,
and some, where indicated, will continue to evolve.
Our cellar door is open, and you’re invited in!

Reds
Italy: Barolo Bussia, Silvano Bolmida 2010
Nebbiolo’s firm tannins need time to integrate, especially
those from Bussia. Starting to knit together now, this
beautifully perfumed, well-structured wine exudes class.
No need to rush! Drink now to 2025. 14.5%

Ref IT19051
£28 bottle | £336 dozen

Find out more about our
Museum Release wines at
thewinesociety.com/
museum-release
Or scan:
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Rhône: Rasteau, Cuvée Prestige,
Domaine la Soumade 2016
From the leading estate in Rasteau
which makes wines to rival more famous
Châteauneuf-du-Pape, and a top southern
Rhône vintage, this full, spicy black-fruited
wine is a gem. Drink now to 2026. 14.5%

Ref RH54741
£16.50 bottle | £198 dozen

Spain: Finca Nueva Gran
Reserva Rioja 2005
After two years in barrel and more than
ten in bottle, this tempranillo from highquality vineyards in Rioja Alta is fully
mature, mahogany in colour with leather
and smoke aromas and soft, fleshy texture.
Drink now to 2024. 14%

Ref SP17141
£28 bottle | £336 dozen

Burgundy: Domaine de
Bellene, Nuits-Saint-Georges
Vieilles Vignes 2014
An impressive village Nuits from
Nicolas Potel, made from the sweeter,
finer-tasting vineyards north of Nuits.
Generous, full-flavoured from vines
averaging 68 years and aged in 500-litre
barrels to preserve the fruit. Drink now
to 2025. 12.5%

Ref BU60531
£32 bottle | £384 dozen

Bordeaux: Château
Grand-Corbin-Despagne,
Saint-Emilion 2015
The 204th vintage from the Despagne
family, whose knowledge, honed over
generations, is clearly reflected in the wine.
Fresh and vibrant with silky tannins and
plush texture from an excellent vintage for
the right bank. Drink now to 2033. 14%

Ref CS10031A
£34 bottle | £408 dozen

California: Corison Napa
Cabernet 2010
Blessed with elegant tannins, fine acidity and
great length and given extra concentration
by the longer, cooler 2010 season, this has
all the ingredients to carry on ageing very
gracefully indeed. Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

Ref US5941
£75 bottle | £900 dozen

Germany: Gaisböhl Riesling,
Bürklin-Wolf 2015
Powerful, intense and full-flavoured riesling
from a top vineyard site in Ruppertsberg,
solely owned by Bürklin-Wolf. Glorious in
2015 with a pronounced salty tang. Drink
now to 2035. 13%

Ref GE10951 2
£34 bottle | £408 dozen

Rhône: The Society's
Exhibition Hermitage Blanc 2015
Outstanding full-bodied white Rhône from
a great vintage, offering beguiling lemon,
hazelnut and honey flavours. Rich, almost
oily, multifaceted and lovely now, though it
will become even more complex with age.
Drink now to 2028. 14.5%

Ref RH53541 2
£37 bottle | £444 dozen

Low stock: limited to 12 bottles per member

Whites
Alsace: Riesling Grand Cru
Altenberg de Bergbieten Cuvée
Henriette, Domaine Mochel 2012
This estate in the north of Alsace, not far
from Strasbourg, makes finely crafted
wines with great precision. Bright golden,
mature silky riesling, with smoky richness,
dry but textured with a mineral, clean finish.
Drink this year. 13%

Ref AL11221

Burgundy: Maison Roche De
Bellene, Puligny-Montrachet
Premier Cru Folatières 2014
Fully mature fine and delicate Puligny
with exquisite ripe, rich flavour and great
length, displaying characteristic crystalline
purity and from one of the best white
Burgundy vintages of the last 20 years.
Drink this year. 13%

Ref BU62441 2
£65 bottle | £780 dozen

1

Low stock: available only in the mixed case

MIXED CASE
KEYS TO OUR CELLAR CASE
Enjoy the fruits of our patience to drink now or
squirrel away for future pleasures. Contains one
bottle of each of the following six wines:
REDS
• Rasteau, Cuvée Prestige, Domaine la Soumade 2016
• Barolo Bussia, Silvano Bolmida 2010
• Finca Nueva Gran Reserva Rioja 2005
• Château Grand-Corbin-Despagne, Saint-Emilion 2015
WHITES
• Riesling Grand Cru Altenberg de Bergbieten
Cuvée Henriette, Domaine Mochel 2012
• The Society's Exhibition Hermitage Blanc 2015
Ref MX221 | £168
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Pushing the boundaries
to pleasing effect

I

t’s often said that, in wine-growing terms,
the south of France resembles the newer
winemaking nations of the world where, to
some extent, ‘anything goes.’

Marcel
Orford-Williams

While the appellation system provides the framework for classic styles,
running in parallel are the less-restrictive options of IGP (Indication
Géographique Protégée) and Vin de France which allow growers the freedom
to create delicious wines according to their whim and pleasure. The climate in the
south of France means plenty of sunshine and guaranteed ripeness, year after
year, so just as in California or South Africa, anything can grow and prosper.
As a result, this vast, dynamic region continues to bristle with excitement, quality
and impressive diversity, with something for all tastes and budgets. The selection
below moves effortlessly from anyday stalwarts through party wines to serious,
gastronomic bottles which can stand shoulder-to-shoulder with the best of
Bordeaux or the Rhône and should be treated as such.

Bon appétit!

THE WHI TES
Seven whites from the Languedoc,
Corsica and south-west France. These
wines are fruity and dry, often with
distinctive aromas and perfect with
or without food.

Les Pierres Bordes, MarsanneViognier, Pays d'Oc 2021
This marriage of two Rhône varieties from
the Minervois/Saint-Chinian border is fresh,
round and moreishly fruity and a perennial
favourite with members. 12.5%

Ref FC41841

2

£6.50 bottle | £78 dozen

Viognier, Pays d'Oc,
Pennautier 2020
Delicately fragrant, soft, full-bodied
white with delicious tropical notes,
from cool, high vineyards just a
quick hop north of Carcassonne
and an estate in its tenth generation
of family ownership. 12.5%

Ref FC41311

2

£7.50 bottle | £90 dozen
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Picpoul de Pinet, Domaine
Félines Jourdan 2020
One of southern France’s best-value whites,
currently enjoying a well-deserved moment
in the soleil! Full and dry but fresh with a
beguiling citrus and herb flavour, perfect for
fish and seafood. 13%

Ref FC40301

1

£8.95 bottle | £107 dozen

Saint-Mont, Les Vignes
Retrouvées 2018
Dry, full-bodied Gascon blend of gros manseng,
petit courbu and arufiac, with complex aromas
of nectarine and citrus, from a vineyard reborn
thanks to the Plaimont Co-op after it was wiped
out by phylloxera over a century ago. 13.5%

Ref FC39341

2

£8.95 bottle | £107 dozen

Corse Blanc, Terra Nostra 2020
Refreshing, crisp and herby Corsican white made
from the local vermentinu grape. A must with
shellfish and plenty more besides. 12%

Ref FC41271

1

£9.50 bottle | £114 dozen

Online tasting

Join Marcel for an online tasting of a
selection of these wines on Thursday 10th
February. Find out more at
thewinesociety.com/fctasting
Or scan:

THR E E PA RT Y R EDS
A trio of nicely rounded, crowd-pleasing reds that can be
drunk at any occasion and may even be served lightly chilled.

Domaine Laborie,
Pays d'Oc 2020
Full of deliciously ripe and brambly fruit,
this blend of grenache, carignan and a
little merlot consistently hits the sweet
spot for quality and flavour. A regular
fixture in members’ wine racks for
good reason. 12.5%

Ref FC40071
£6.25 bottle | £75 dozen

The Society's French
Grenache, Côtes
Catalanes 2019

Mas de Rey 'Esprit Camargue',
Bouches-du-Rhône Terre de
Camargue 2020

A generously round and fruity grenache
from a large estate with vines scattered
between Perpignan and Collioure.
Delicious drunk cellar cool. 13.5%

A new discovery from the Camargue wild
horses couldn’t stop us from snapping up!
This young grower is making some lovely
wines, as demonstrated by this soft, fruity blend
of syrah, cabernet franc and marselan. 14%

Ref FC41301
£7.25 bottle | £87 dozen

Ref RH61401
£8.95 bottle | £107 dozen

'This vast, dynamic region
continues to bristle with
excitement, quality and
impressive diversity'
Domaine du Tariquet,
Amplitude, Côtes de
Gascogne 2020
With immense vineyard holdings,
brothers Rémi and Armin Grassa are
well placed to invent and delight.
This is a vibrant dry white with a hint
of grapefruit, made from the gros
manseng grape. 12.5%

Ref FC40131

2

£9.50 bottle | £114 dozen

Bergerac Blanc La Cuvée
des Conti, Château Tour
des Gendres 2020
Excellent Dordogne blend of 50%
semillon, 40% sauvignon blanc and
10% muscadelle, with peach and citrus
notes on the palate and very good
length. Try with trout or salmon.
Drink now to 2024. 13%

Ref FC41581

2

£9.95 bottle | £119 dozen

Cherry blossom gives cheer to
a wintry Provençal vineyard
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SAVO U R I N G THE SOUTH
Ten reds to grace the table any day
of the week. These would be among
my kitchen essentials.

Syrah-Mourvèdre, Côtes
de Thongue, Domaine La
Condamine L'Evêque 2020

Côtes du Roussillon
Héritage Rouge, Château
de Corneilla 2019

From a very ripe Languedoc
vintage, this is a succulent and
fruity blend based on a majority of
syrah with mourvèdre for additional
complexity. Fragrant and deeply
coloured with a touch of spice. 13%

Plums and spice abound in this
traditional Roussillon red, with syrah
dominant, supported by grenache
and carignan. The estate traces its
origins back to 1485, when much of
the Roussillon was Spanish. 13.5%

Ref FC40241

Ref FC41371

£6.95 bottle I £83 dozen

£8.95 bottle | £107 dozen

Cahors, Château de
Hauterive 2019

Marcillac ‘Lo Sang del Pais',
Domaine du Cros 2019

From well-exposed vines above the
River Lot farmed by the Filhol family for
generations. Malbec (which predominates
in Cahors) is joined by 28% merlot offering
lots of delicious fruit and enough ‘grip’
for steaks. 14%

These steep, iron-rich slopes in the
Aveyron have been good vineyard country
for centuries. Now this key estate is leading
their revival. Ruby-coloured and quite
full and rounded in 2019, with flavours of
raspberry and plum. 13%

Ref FC41641

Ref FC40181

£7.95 bottle | £95 dozen

£9.25 bottle | £111 dozen

The Society's
Corbières 2019

Niellucciu, Corse Rouge,
Terra Nostra 2019

Deliciously fruity, sleek and fullbodied red from the best-known
appellation in the Languedoc. This
is dark and full of ripe blackberry
fruit, plum and spice, perfect
for enlivening simple suppers. 14%

Full-flavoured, dry, gutsy red made from
niellucciu (Corsican for sangiovese) with
spice and raspberry-like fruit and a touch of
wild herbs. Just the thing with some spicy
sausages or veggie lasagne. 12.5%

Ref FC40761

£9.50 bottle | £114 dozen

£8.25 bottle | £99 dozen

Ref FC40581

Pinot Noir, Puy de Dôme,
Cave Saint-Verny 2019
Lovely, ripe, cherry-like pinot
noir from the Auvergne, where
in ancient times this grape was
known as auvernat. Deeply
coloured, unoaked, full-flavoured
and rich. 14%

Ref FC40781
£9.50 bottle | £114 dozen

EXPLORE
Take a look at our full, awardwinning range of French country
wines at thewinesociety.com/
frenchcountry
Or scan:
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Almonds in blossom in Corbières

Fitou Origines, Domaine
Bertrand-Bergé 2019
Strong, rich, full-bodied red from one of
the appellation’s top producers, with a
reputation for making wines with finesse
that are robust enough for big flavours
like the local wild-boar stew! 14.5%

Ref FC40271
£9.50 bottle | £114 dozen

Saint-Chinian, Château
La Dournie 2018
Generously flavoured, wonderfully
versatile, full-bodied, spice-laden
Languedoc red with plenty of character.
Deeply coloured and brimming with
dark, slightly smoky fruit flavours. Drink
now to 2024. 13.5%

Ref FC41091
£10.50 bottle | £126 dozen

Bergerac, La Gloire de Mon Père,
Château Tour des Gendres 2018
An outstanding blend of malbec,
cabernet sauvignon and merlot, full of
body and fruit with hints of tobacco and
spice. Lovely with pan-fried duck breasts.
Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

Ref FC41401
£12.50 bottle | £150 dozen

SI X F I N E RE D S FOR S P E CIAL OCCAS ION S
Delicious and unpretentious wines at unbeatable prices are the callingcard of the south of France. But there’s also the ambition to tap into the
full potential offered by the better-placed vines, producing wines of rare
character, depth of flavour and elegance that can step up to the gourmet
plate, with any number of classic dishes. These wines are lovely now but
will unquestionably gain extra complexity with ageing.

Saint-Mont, Château
de Sabazan 2017

Bandol, Domaine
Dupuy de Lôme 2019

Corbières Rouge, Alba,
Château Ollieux-Romanis 2017

From a flagship estate in south-west
France that’s part of the Plaimont group of
co-operatives. Tannat is the driving force,
planted with cabernet sauvignon and
pinenc on light, sandy soils, giving
Graves-like elegance to this exquisite
red. Drink now to 2028. 14.5%

The mourvèdre grape demands both heat
and humidity and thrives in the perfect
conditions of Bandol, making some of
Provence’s best reds. The result is longlived, full-bodied and generous wines full
of leathery spice and ripe plummy fruits.
Drink now to 2030. 14%

From the talented Pierre Borie, who is
determined to make a Châteauneuf-style
grenache-cinsault blend in the Languedoc.
Relatively pale due to the absence of syrah,
but silky, round and spicy, with great length
and complexity. Drink now to 2027. 15%

Ref FC41771

Ref FC41621

£14.95 bottle | £179 dozen

£18.50 bottle | £222 dozen

£23 bottle | £276 dozen

Madiran, Château
Bouscassé 2016

Coteaux d'Aix-en-Provence,
Château Vignelaure 2015

From the extreme south-west
corner of France, this is Madiran
at its most refined: dark, sleek
and elegant with complexity and
length of flavour. Drink now to
2030. 14%

Richly scented cabernet-syrah blend,
with blackcurrant and blackberry notes
and a touch of olive, sprinkled with
Provençal herbs, underpinned by tannins
made smooth by long ageing in barrel
and bottle. A terrific vintage here.
Drink now to 2030. 14%

Ref FC39941
£18 bottle | £216 dozen

Ref FC41491

Ref FC40601

Mas de Daumas
Gassac Rouge 2016
A perfectly poised tribute to its founder,
the late Aimé Guibert who passed away
in this year. His cabernet-rich Languedoc
‘grand cru’ is particularly ripe and cassisladen in 2016. Larger than life, just like
its creator. Drink now to 2034. 13.5%

Ref FC33671
£30 bottle | £360 dozen

£19.50 bottle | £234 dozen

MIXED CASES
FRENCH COUNTRY MIXED DOZEN
Twelve views of the beautiful south, six whites and six reds.
Contains one bottle of each of the following:
WHITES

REDS

• Les Pierres Bordes, MarsanneViognier, Pays d'Oc 2021

• Syrah-Mourvèdre, Côtes de
Thongue, Domaine La
Condamine L'Evêque 2020

• Viognier, Pays d'Oc,
Pennautier 2020

FRENCH COUNTRY
FINE REDS CASE
Six fine ambassadors for the quality
and complexity of southern France.
Contains one bottle of each of the
following:
• Saint-Mont, Château de Sabazan 2017

• Cahors, Château de Hauterive 2019

• Madiran, Château Bouscassé 2016

• Picpoul de Pinet, Domaine
Félines Jourdan 2020

• Côtes du Roussillon Héritage
Rouge, Château de Corneilla 2019

• Bandol, Domaine Dupuy de Lôme 2019

• Saint-Mont, Les Vignes
Retrouvées 2018

• Fitou Origines, Domaine
Bertrand-Bergé 2019

• Domaine du Tariquet, Amplitude,
Côtes de Gascogne 2020

• Saint-Chinian, Château La
Dournie 2018

• Bergerac Blanc La Cuvée des Conti,
Château Tour des Gendres 2020

• Minervois, Plaisir d'Eulalie,
Château Sainte Eulalie 2020*

Ref MX225 | £102

*Featured on p14

• Coteaux d'Aix-en-Provence, Château
Vignelaure 2015
• Corbières Rouge, Alba, Château
Ollieux-Romanis 2017
• Mas de Daumas Gassac Rouge 2016
Ref MX224 | £123
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F

ood and wine matching expert Fiona Beckett
shares her thoughts on ringing the changes in
2022. Whether you’re looking to economise, eat
more veg or just kick-start your cooking repertoire,
Fiona’s clever hints and tips on on-trend foods
and the types of wines that flatter them provide
inspiration. We’ve chosen some bottles to match
Fiona’s wine-pairing suggestions.

Newnewyear,
eating
Fiona
Beckett

The flavours and ingredients of 2022
Although this is the time of year
for getting out your crystal ball you
might wonder how much things really
change from one year to the next. It
definitely doesn’t happen overnight
on December 31st, more like a slow
realisation that you’ve moved on.
There are of course foods and
ingredients that are always in fashion
– chicken, Cheddar and chocolate
to name three though they don’t
necessarily have to begin with ch –
but there are ingredients and styles
of cooking that have insinuated
their way into our fridges and
store cupboards almost without
our noticing. Not all of these are
easy to pair with wine. I struggle with
spicy kimchi and gochujang paste
but others, like miso and beans, are
remarkably wine friendly. Pulses, in
particular, are one of the best ways
to show off a good red if you don’t
eat meat.

Some trends of course are more
transient, especially these days
with Instagram and TikTok crazes
when suddenly everyone you know
is making baked feta and tomato
pasta and deep-fried potato stacks
(which are extraordinarily good with
Champagne as I’ve discovered!).
But look further back and there
has been a seismic shift in the way
we eat. Even those of us who are
card-carrying carnivores eat meat
less regularly. Meat and two veg
for many of us has been replaced
by meat as a treat. Some of us who
may have dismissed vegan food
as cranky find ourselves eating it
without really noticing.
We’re all flexitarians now!
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Fiona

A Fistful of Schist Reserve
Shiraz-Cinsault-Mourvèdre,
Swartland 2021
Easy-drinking South African red ideal
for grills and barbecues. 14.5%

Ref SA18331
£6.95 bottle | £83 dozen

The Society's Rioja Crianza 2017
Smooth, fleshy and oaky tempranillo
aged in American oak in a traditional
food-friendly style. 14%

Ref SP16181
£7.95 bottle | £95 dozen

Undurraga Cauquenes
Estate Carignan 2019
Ripe black-fruit scented Chilean red with
wonderful freshness and firmness that’s
ideal with fattier cuts of meat. 14.5%

Ref CE11611
£9.25 bottle | £111 dozen

The Society's Exhibition
Crozes-Hermitage 2020
Ripe syrah that’s all blueberry and
blackberry flavours with a sprinkling
of spice. Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

Ref RH60561
£13.50 bottle | £162 dozen

Miso

steak
Umami-rich miso – fermented soybean paste – has become
a regular part of our cooking arsenal over the last couple of
years. It comes in different colours – mild sweet white miso
or more robust brown or red dark miso which I always think
of as the 21st century answer to gravy. Used as a deeply
flavoured marinade with saké, sugar and soy for ingredients
such as steak, pork or aubergines, dark miso works
brilliantly with rich savoury reds like syrah, GSM (grenache/
syrah/mourvèdre) blends or carignan. Milder sweet miso
may be used with fruit such as apples and bananas to give
them a salted caramel kind of vibe with which you could
partner a regular dessert wine.

‘Not many people are aware of how
well miso goes with steak and a
really economic - and healthy way of preparing it is to slice it up
and make it go further. It’s an easy
and lovely vehicle for reds’
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Roast - and grilled - veggies
Even if you weren’t a vegetarian yourself there was
always the dilemma of what to serve your veggie
friends as a main course. Not any more with whole
veg taking centre stage. Cauliflower, celeriac and
even swede now pop up on restaurant menus and
home dining tables alike providing just as good a foil
as roast meat for a hearty red, a richly textured earthy
Rhône or other southern French white or even an
orange or skin-contact wine. Maybe it’s even time for
the return of the good old baked potato. (Maybe –
sssssh, whisper it – it never went away!)
The whole BBQ movement has spilled over into
veggies too. What difference does that make to
wine? The char, basically. It means you can drink
heartier reds and more full-bodied whites than
you would if your veggies were raw as in a salad
or slaw. Which again is good news for lovers of
big flavours – exactly what you want at this
chilly time of year.

‘Definitely more people
are turning to veg making
them the centrepiece of
a meal rather than a side.
You can really be inspired
and creative with them’
Bulgarian Heritage Dimyat
Orange Wine, Via Vinera 2020
The white dimyat grape is vinified
as a red wine giving textured,
zippy peachy fruit combined with
savoury herbs and sweet spice. 13%

Ref BG421

2

£8.25 bottle | £99 dozen

Lirac Blanc La Fermade,
Domaine Maby 2020
Full-flavoured, yet crisp and refreshing
southern Rhône white that never
ceases to amaze for its vitality.
Drink now to 2024. 14.5%

Ref RH60261 2
£11.95 bottle | £143 dozen

d'Arenberg The Money
Spider Roussanne 2020
From old McLaren Vale vines, this is
complex and food-friendly with notes
of almond, lime and tropical fruit.
Drink now to 2023. 14%

Ref AU23411 2
£12.95 bottle | £155 dozen

Côtes-du-Rhône Blanc
'Les Arbousiers', Domaine
La Réméjeanne 2020
Clean, fruity and fresh with added
complexity from the raft of grape varieties.
Lovely balance with hints of mint or fennel.
Drink now to 2025. 13%
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Ref RH60791 2
£14.95 bottle | £179 dozen

Pulses &

grains

Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi Classico
Superiore, Tenute Pieralisi 2020
Great precision and tension here. Hints of grapefruitpeel and flint and a refreshing dry finish. 13.5%

Ref IT32921 1
£9.50 bottle | £114 dozen

Foresco Umbria, Barberani 2019
Generous, warm-flavoured blend of 80% sangiovese
with 10% each merlot and cabernet sauvignon – plum,
leather and bramble fruit with refreshing acidity. 12.5%

Ref IT33061
£9.95 bottle | £119 dozen

Chianti Classico, Fattoria Montecchio 2019
Well-spiced, medium-bodied Chianti that’s floral and redcherry scented with real poise. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

Ref IT33231
£10.95 bottle | £131 dozen

Aglianico del Vulture, Calice
Donato D'Angelo 2018

You might feel beans and lentils have been around
forever, or at least since the hippy sixties, but they’ve
been given a new lease of life by brilliant middleeastern cooks such as Ottolenghi – roasting them and
pureeing them and using them as a base for substantial
veggie and vegan dishes – even combining them
with pasta as they would in Italy. For the most part I’d
opt to drink an Italian red with them like a Chianti but
if you were serving them cold as in the classic tonno
e fagioli you could go for a classic Italian white like a
vernaccia di San Gimignano or verdicchio dei Castelli
di Jesi. Beans also appear regularly in Spanish cuisine
often in spicy pork dishes with chorizo, which you’ll find
work really well with Rioja, Ribera del Duero and similar
tempranillo-based reds.

‘People don’t always think
about combining pulses with
pasta but it’s simple, healthy
and rings the changes’

From Basilicata in Italy’s deep south, this has
freshness and minerality to balance the spicy,
bramble fruit. Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

Ref IT33191
£10.95 bottle | £131 dozen
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‘Not just on-trend but
now enduringly popular,
this style of cooking has
become part of the regular
repertoire for many. Quick,
spicy, clean-tasting noodle
dishes or stir-fries with fish,
chicken or veggies call for
aromatic whites’
Chateau Ste Michelle Columbia
Valley Riesling 2020
Intense lime-and-lemon scented,
peachy white that’s just off-dry and
perfect with aromatic stir fries or
lemongrass-infused curries. 12%

Ref US10011 3
£9.95 bottle | £119 dozen

Kompsos White,
Karavitakis 2020
Delightfully perfumed Cretan white
with aromas of grapefruit, lemon
rind, herbs and roses, and a bright,
refreshing palate. 13.5%

Ref GR2021 2
£9.95 bottle | £119 dozen

The Society's Saar Riesling 2019

Quick fix
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Deliciously round and fruity from top Saar
vineyards, this has ripe, peachy fruit and is
tinglingly fresh. Drink now to 2026. 10.5%

noodles

Ref GE13571 3
£11.50 bottle | £138 dozen

I wouldn’t say noodles are the new pasta – when
did we ever fall out of love with our favourite food?
– but whether they’re dry or wet, hot or cold they
increasingly tick the box for quick midweek food.
Think ramen, Vietnamese-style cold noodle salads,
fragrant with herbs, Chinese-style cold sesame
noodles, spicy Singapore noodles – basically the
flavours of Japan and south-east Asia. Beer would be
the traditional accompaniment, so should you drink
wine with them? Absolutely, if you fancy it, though
personally, I’d lay off the reds. Their zingy fresh
flavours always push me towards aromatic whites –
riesling, with its touch of sweetness being the obvious
choice, but Austria’s grüner veltliner is an equally
good and arguably even more versatile option,
particularly with Vietnamese food.

Minimal-intervention, lively, juicy
grüner with a citrusy nose and
charming, zesty palate. Drink
now to 2024. 12%

Geyerhof StockWerk Grüner
Veltliner, Kremstal 2020

Ref AA3421 2
£12.95 bottle | £155 dozen

Looking for help
choosing wines for a
particular dish?

Take a look at our food
and wine matcher at
thewinesociety.com/food-wine-matcher
Or scan:

Gluten & dairy-free
desserts

Not so much a flavour trend more a growing lifestyle
choice for many these days. In fact, if you’re following
a dairy-free regime, dessert wine could be your treat
rather than cream. Citrusy desserts like orange and
lemon polenta cake are equally as delicious with wine
as their flour-based equivalents – try a Tokaji with
orange cake and Sauternes and other Bordeaux-style
sweet wines or late-harvest riesling with a lemon one.
And with on-trend salted caramel? You’ve a choice
between classic dessert wines such as Coteaux du
Layon for lighter dishes or a rancio or fortified wine like
a sweet sherry with more intensely flavoured ones.
Just think of your wine, which should generally be
sweeter than your pud, as an extra layer of flavour.

Coteaux du Layon 1er Cru
Chaume, Château de la
Roulerie 2018
Classic golden nectar, with
burnished orange citrus and honey
perfume and tempting hints of tarte
tatin. Drink now to 2028. 11%

Ref LO15991 7
£25 bottle | £300 dozen

Royal Tokaji Aszú 5
Puttonyos 2016 50cl
Great structure with flavours of lime,
apricot, peach and sweet cedar that
will develop complexity over time. Treat
yourself! Drink now to 2036. 11.5%

Ref HU1541 6
£27 bottle | £324 dozen

‘Lots of people tend to avoid
full-on puds and chocolate
at this time of year, so opt for
lighter desserts and satisfy
your sweet tooth with
dessert wine instead’

Fiona Beckett

Fiona Beckett is an award-winning
food and wine writer, published
author, wine columnist for The
Guardian and contributing editor
to Decanter magazine. Her website
matchingfoodandwine.com is
packed with helpful hints as well
as recipes and wine reviews. Her
latest book, 'How to Drink Without
Drinking', is great inspiration for
those wanting to cut down on their
alcohol intake without sacrificing
on the pleasure front!
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Tuscany – beautiful to
look at and a fine wine
lover’s dream

Where’s the
value in

fine
wine?
M

artin Brown reveals
some canny buys from
unexpected places

‘A lot of wine for the money’ is a
phrase I hear quite often in our tasting
room. A curious term perhaps, but of
course, we mean quality, not quantity:
the complexity, depth of flavour and
length conspiring to give an impression
of size, compared to wines with more
‘modest’ dimensions.

There are regions whose wines have
an impressive hit rate in this regard,
and we asked our buyers to offer up
some of their insider tips here. Some,
like Chianti, Rioja, Beaujolais and the
Rhône are well known, but there are
certain spots, growers, vintages and
combinations thereof that are capable
of delivering benchmark examples at
keen prices. Gonon’s 2020 Mâcon is
a superb example of this combination
in Burgundy. Others, like Naoussa
in Greece, may be less familiar to
some, while the new ‘Cru Communal’
initiative in Muscadet represents an
exciting revitalisation of a region too
many forget.

Martin Brown
Reds
Duché d'Uzès Les Perrasières,
Domaine Camp Galhan 2020
When our Rhône buyer Marcel says that
one could easily pay twice as much for the
quality on show here, you know it’s worth
investigating! From one of the valley’s
least-known districts, among the foothills of
the Cévennes, this is a soft, full-flavoured
and accomplished syrah-led blend. Drink
now to 2024. 14%

Ref RH60551
£10.50 bottle | £126 dozen

Glorioso Reserva, Rioja 2016
At this price, a six-year-old, mature Rioja
reserva, aged in top-quality French oak
for two of those, is an opportunity not to
be missed. A worthy Wine Champion in
our 2021 blind tastings, this has a creamy
texture, spicy fruit and a real sense of
completeness. Drink now to 2024. 14%
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Ref SP16201
£11.95 bottle | £143 dozen

Whites
Xinomavro Naoussa,
Ktima Foundi 2016

Domaine Gonon, Mâcon
La Roche Vineuse 2020

A gloriously traditional encapsulation
of the charms of Greece’s indigenous
xinomavro grape from a tiny, familyowned producer. This finely grained,
redcurrant-and-cherry scented gem
sees long ageing in oak, and will age
magnificently. Drink now to 2028. 13%

Making the case for world-beating white
Burgundy value, this is one of the bestever vintages of this delicious southern
wine, at a price just north of £10. An ideal
balance of the ripeness of a warm year
and the freshness of a cool spot in the
Mâcon. Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

Gewurztraminer Grand
Cru Kessler, Domaines
Schlumberger 2016
Alsace’s grands crus can offer astonishing
value for their quality, with larger producers
with extensive vineyards, like the
Schlumberger family, offering economies
of scale too. A gewurz full of charm; as
plump, soft and inviting as a comfy pillow,
silky yet bright, finishing on a hint of palatecleansing spice. Drink now to 2026. 12.5%

Ref GR1951
£13.50 bottle | £162 dozen

Ref BU79471 2
£10.50 bottle | £126 dozen

Château de Beauregard,
Fleurie Colonies de
Rochegrès 2019

Mission Estate Barrique Reserve
Hawke's Bay Chardonnay 2019

Cru Beaujolais of this calibre remains an
outstanding buy. From vines dating back
to 1952, planted just on the Fleurie side
of the border with Moulin-à-Vent and
exhibiting the elegance and perfume of
the former and the structure of the latter,
this is serious, polished and classy. Drink
now to 2025. 14%

Ref BJ8701
£17 bottle | £204 dozen

Chianti Classico, Filetta
di Lamole 2018
The combination of a stunning highaltitude site (which comes into its own
in warmer years) and a world-class
winemaker has resulted in a wine of
rare fragrance, red-fruited finesse and
well-balanced silky flavour. A truly
top-tier Chianti Classico at a fantastic
price. Drink now to 2028. 14%

Ref IT32791
£20 bottle | £240 dozen

Another outstanding-value chardonnay,
this time from New Zealand, aged in French
oak to give a full, generous style while
retaining freshness and poise too. Expect
peach, tropical fruit and pastry aromas,
and a lusciously textured, luxurious but
refreshing palate. Drink now to 2025. 14%

Ref NZ12731 2
£13.50 bottle | £162 dozen

Muscadet Sèvre et
Maine Clisson, Les Bêtes
Curieuses 2017
Top-end Muscadet has long been
undervalued and is still underpriced.
The Cru Communal initiative was partly
designed to raise the profile of the region
and it is now gathering momentum (there
are now 10 named crus). This one is
fresh and citrusy yet has the texture and
weight to complement all manner of
foods. Drink now to 2027. 12.5%

Ref LO16941 2
£14.50 bottle | £174 dozen

Ref AL16191 5
£18.50 bottle | £222 dozen

Peter Lehmann Wigan Eden
Valley Riesling 2015
A classic example of a unique Aussie style,
released late and beautifully ready. Now
showing notes of beeswax, spice and
an intriguing kerosene-like aroma, this is
generous, joyful, bone-dry riesling from
a master of the genre and a source of
spectacular value. Drink now to 2027. 11%

Ref AU24361 1
£22 bottle | £264 dozen

MIXED CASE
THE FINE WINE VALUE CASE
Discover the hotspots for yourself
in our buyers’ selection. Contains
one bottle of each of the following
six wines:
REDS
• Duché d'Uzès Les Perrasières,
Domaine Camp Galhan 2020
• Glorioso Reserva, Rioja 2016
• Château de Beauregard, Fleurie
Colonies de Rochegrès 2019
WHITES
• Domaine Gonon, Mâcon La
Roche Vineuse 2020
• Muscadet Sèvre et Maine Clisson,
Les Bêtes Curieuses 2017
• Peter Lehmann Wigan Eden
Valley Riesling 2015
Ref MX226 | £85
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syrah
UND ER T HE S KI N

How to buy
B

uyer Matthew
Horsley drinks
in the dark beauty
of syrah. Or does
he mean shiraz?

Matthew
		Horsley

When is syrah shiraz?

The king of Rhône varieties is truly international, from
blockbuster shiraz in Australia to the lighter, more peppery
syrahs of New Zealand. So, the name’s more than a matter
of geography and that’s my first, and most useful tip! If a
southern hemisphere wine is labelled syrah rather than shiraz
it’s likely to be made in a more restrained, savoury style.
Here’s my guide on what to expect from syrah (and shiraz)
around the world, and more top tips on where to start.

No place like home
Syrah is synonymous with the Rhône, producing wines that are
rich, powerful and spicy. In fact, it was once regular practice
to bolster (or hermitager) poorer Bordeaux vintages with a
dash of northern Rhône syrah. The Society’s French Syrah
2020 (ref RH60411, £7.95) is the place to start for a taste of the
grape in its purest form, then for an introduction to the catchall Côtes-du-Rhône appellation, Saint-Estève’s ‘Garrinece’
2020 is a stunner (ref RH61441, £9.95). The cool Southern
Rhône region of Vinsobres makes use of altitude and cool
air funnelled from the Alps to give freshness and elegance
alongside density and spice – Domaine Jaume’s Altitude 420
showcases this best (ref RH55851, £10.95). But it’s in the
northern Rhône’s most famous appellations where syrah starts
to really shine. Relatively large, Crozes-Hermitage can offer
top syrah at attractive prices on the Rhône’s eastern bank.
Jaboulet’s ‘Les Jalets’ 2018 (ref RH60651, £18) is attractive
in its youth but will reward patience too. Head over the river
and you’re in Saint-Joseph, with typically fuller and more fruitforward wines than those from nearby Côte-Rôtie or Cornas
– try Domaine Coursodon’s ‘Silice’ 2018 (ref RH56781, £22).
But the greatest syrah of all comes from the granite hill of
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Hermitage where top producer Ferraton’s 2017 ‘Les
Miaux’ (ref RH50901, £39) is a welcome introduction to
this legendary appellation.

Syrah or shiraz?
Outside France the grape’s dug its roots deepest in Australia,
known here as shiraz for generations. The classic Aussie style
is all about ripe blueberry fruit and bold, sweet tannins, but
there’s a new wave of more restrained wines on the scene. For
sheer Aussie horsepower Three Bunches 2019 (ref AU23521,
£6.95) offers impeccable value, while The Society’s Exhibition
Victoria Shiraz 2019 takes it up a notch (ref AU23741, £14.95).
For an introduction to the grape’s cooler side, Wakefield’s
Promised Land 2019 (ref AU23471, £8.50) from the Clare
Valley gives a grippier, redcurrant-fruited expression. Cool is
current in the Mornington Peninsula where Paringa Estate
2017 (ref AU22981, £21) produce a cracked-black-pepperladen shiraz with spicy tannins and refreshing acidity. For newwave winemaking in an old-school setting, Whistler’s ‘Shiver
Down My Spine’ 2019 (ref AU23571, £19.50) includes 15%
whole-bunch fermentation to bring freshness to their otherwise
full-throttle Barossa Valley shiraz.

'If a southern hemisphere
wine is labelled syrah
rather than shiraz it’s
likely to be made in a more
restrained, savoury style'
In New Zealand’s Hawke’s Bay, the focus is on lighter and
more aromatic cranberry and white pepper-spiced ‘syrah’
and Trinity Hill are the masters of the restrained style I talked
about (ref NZ11931, £13.50).
South Africa marries northern hemisphere savouriness with
southern power, but cooler regions are trending thanks to
their added elegance and complexity from longer growing
periods. In the cool region of Elgin, Iona’s 'Solace' 2019 (ref
SA17861, £21) shows a restrained, ethereal style. Whilst in
Stellenbosch, Kleinood’s Tamboerskloof Syrah 2017 (ref
SA17971, £15.50) spends 18 months in 300 and 500-litre
French oak, 15% of which were new, producing a violetperfumed, concentrated and classy syrah.

Rhône Rangers
A handful of California winemakers, whose enthusiasm for
syrah et al was unusual in the 1980s inspired this term. One
of the originals, Qupé’s 100% syrah from 2018 (ref US10191,
£22) shows the mulberry, tobacco and iron-rich character
that often typifies Cali-syrah. For upfront drinkability and
food-friendliness and value, Peltier Ranch’s Lodi Shiraz
2020 (ref US10131, £6.95) has flavour in spades.
Chile’s the latest country to get the Rhône bug (surprisingly
late given its suitability!), with plantings of syrah, cinsault and
mourvèdre on the rise. Concha y Toro’s Corte Lorena San
Fernando 2020 (ref CE11701, £9.50) is an inspired blend of
85% syrah giving black fruit character, with 15% mourvèdre
providing spice and grip.
Finally, Alain Graillot, one of the finest producers in CrozesHermitage brings his expertise to Morocco with Syrah du
Maroc ‘Tandem’ 2019 (ref MO141, £13.50), made with local
winery, Thalvin. From the Benslimane region just northeast of
Casablanca, where long summers give a ripe, velvety syrah
(syrocco?), it’s packed with dark fruits and cloves. Here’s
looking at you, kid!

MIXED CASES
A GOOD CASE FOR SYRAH
Explore syrah or shiraz in all its spicy, rich
and savoury seductiveness in this 12-bottle
case. Contains two bottles each of:
• Australia: Three Bunches Australian
Shiraz 2019
• Australia: Wakefield Promised
Land Shiraz 2019
• France: The Society’s French Syrah 2020
• France: Vinsobres Altitude 420,
Domaine Jaume 2018
• New Zealand: Trinity Hill Hawke's
Bay Syrah 2019
• Chile: Concha y Toro Corte Lorena San
Fernando Syrah-Mourvèdre 2020
Ref MX228 | £114

SIX FINE SYRAHS
Power and restraint are beautifully
balanced in these model bottles from both
hemispheres. A six-bottle case containing
one bottle each of:
• South Africa: Kleinood Tamboerskloof,
Stellenbosch 2017
• Australia: Whistler Wines 'Shiver Down
My Spine' Barossa Valley Shiraz 2019
• USA: Qupé Central Coast Syrah 2018
• Australia: Paringa Estate Peninsula
Mornington Peninsula Shiraz 2017
• Rhône: Saint-Joseph Silice, Domaine
Coursodon 2018
• Rhône: Crozes-Hermitage Les
Jalets, Paul Jaboulet Aîné 2018
Ref MX227 | £115
Explore our full range of wines from the
syrah grape at thewinesociety.com/syrah
Or scan:

Outside of France the
grape has dug its roots
deepest in Australia
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New season whites

Fresh
new vintages

from the southern
hemisphere
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Unlike Christmas, and luckily for us, grape harvests don’t come
‘but once a year’. Picking in the southern hemisphere starts around
February or March but the long shipping time can dull the sense
of immediacy that we’re accustomed to from Europe – remember
Beaujolais Nouveau?! Nevertheless, rest assured that this crop is
freshly picked, ripe for enjoyment and bringing a welcome taste of
southern sunshine. New Zealand’s signature sauvignon blancs lead
the charge, but there’s variety aplenty from Australia, the Cape and
South America. All in all, the perfect antidote to our northern winter.

Freddy
Bulmer
Premium New Zealand
sauvignon blanc
Settlement Heritage
Vineyard Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc 2021
A new discovery for us, this is fresh
but restrained. The palate is sleek and
pure with delicate notes of quince and
pineapple and a subtle hint of basil too.
Drink now to 2024. 13%

Ref NZ13281 2
£13.95 bottle | £167 dozen

Isabel Estate Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc 2021
A smart, structured, flinty wine of
great class and elegance. The
nose shows nettle and stone and
the finish is long and lifted. Drink
now to 2024. 13%

Ref NZ13271 2
£14.50 bottle | £174 dozen

Dog Point Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc 2021

Greywacke Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc 2021
Lime zest and passion fruit aromas
lead to a focused and fresh, lemondriven palate with elegant minerality
and mouthwatering salinity. Plush and
accomplished. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

Ref NZ13241 2
£17.50 bottle | £210 dozen

Barrel-aged New
Zealand sauvignon blanc
Matured in barrel before release, to give
greater depth and more texture, these
are the latest vintages to hit the market.

Fincher & Co. The
Dividing Line Hand Picked
Marlborough Sauvignon
Blanc 2020
Wild-fermented in old French oak, this
is nutty, herby and plush on the nose,
with fresh stone fruit, and crisp on the
palate with apple pie, thyme and citrus
notes. Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

Ref NZ12931 2
£14.95 bottle | £179 dozen

Dog Point Section 94 Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc 2019

Particularly zesty, smart and refreshing in
the tiny but excellent 2021 vintage. Lemony
notes on the nose and a fresh, focused
and grippy apple-and-lemon laden palate.
Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

Dog Point's flagship single-vineyard
sauvignon is savoury and complex, and
2019 is outstanding. Fans of Burgundian
chardonnay will adore its toasty, citrus and
nutty notes, lifted by sauvignon's hallmark
zest. Drink now to 2028. 14%

Ref NZ13191 2
£16.50 bottle | £198 dozen

Ref NZ13201 2
£22 bottle | £264 dozen

Fresh out of South Africa, Chile and Australia

̒Ripe for
enjoyment
and bringing
a welcome taste
of southern
sunshine’

South Africa: A Fistful of
Schist Reserve Chenin
Blanc, Swartland 2021

Chile: Concha y Toro
Corte Ignacio Casablanca
Sauvignon Blanc 2021

Sporting a new label design, this
easy-drinking white comes from
the perfect spot for old chenin
vines. Its stone-fruit flavours and
smooth mouthfeel are great with
food or without. 12%

Bright and taut sauvignon blanc
from 2021, one of the best vintages
of the last decade for Chilean
whites, with blackcurrant-leaf
aromas and gooseberry-fruit
flavours on the palate. 12%

Ref SA17641 2
£6.50 bottle | £78 dozen

Ref CE11831 2
£8.50 bottle | £102 dozen

Chile: Silbador Valle
Casablanca Chardonnay 2021

Australia: Hesketh
‘Bright Young Things’
Limestone Coast Sauvignon
Blanc 2021

Fresh chardonnay from the Casablanca
Valley with melony fruit and a ripe yet
fresh palate. 5% is fermented in barrel,
the rest in tank, with three months on
lees to enrich the wine. 13.5%

Ref CE11851 2
£7.50 bottle | £90 dozen

Chile: Koyle Costa Cuarzo
Colchagua Sauvignon
Blanc 2021
The usual notes of nettles and
blackcurrant leaves are intensified
by a very cool year and vineyard, while
lees ageing has added an attractive,
velvety mid-palate. The finish is long,
bright and crystalline. 13%

Ref CE11821 2
£8.25 bottle | £99 dozen
Vineyards near
Blenheim at the heart of
the Marlborough district

Sauvignon is short in
New Zealand in 2021 but
Australia produces great
examples too! This is mellow
and peachy, with lime and
tropical notes. Great value
for the quality. 12.5%

Ref AU24211 2
£8.50 bottle | £102 dozen

South Africa: Vasco and
The Explorers Alvarinho,
Coastal 2021
A Wine Society exclusive this year,
made once again by Nederburg from
Portugal's alvarinho grape, delicately
aromatic and refreshing. 11%

Ref SA17851 2
£9.75 bottle | £117 dozen

MIXED CASE
SIX TOP MARLBOROUGH SAUVIGNONS
A taste of newly shipped whites from New Zealand’s top estates.
A six-bottle case containing one bottle of each of the following:
• Settlement Heritage Vineyard Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2021
• Isabel Estate Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2021
• Dog Point Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2021
• Greywacke Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2021
• Fincher & Co. The Dividing Line Hand Picked
Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2020
• Dog Point Section 94 Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2019
Ref MX229 | £99
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In collaboration with:

Mac Forbes

REIMAGINED
Freddy Bulmer reveals a bold
new vision for our exclusive,
groundbreaking Australian range

BACKGROUND TO A BLINDINGLY
GOOD RANGE!
Pierre quickly realised that we needed someone on the
ground in Australia, someone with the contacts and expertise
to rescue parcels with potential from being blended into
obscurity (another Blind Spot) under anonymous big-brand
labels. Step forward up-and-coming Yarra Valley winemaker
Mac Forbes, who identified such wines before they were
bottled and sent samples to Pierre for tasting. Those that
made the cut earned the Blind Spot label. Thanks to Mac,
The Wine Society was able to offer a perfectly positioned
range of interesting, digestibly priced wines from across
Australia. They were a big hit!
Since then, Mac has proven to be a true ally of The Wine
Society, working closely and collaboratively with Pierre, then
Sarah Knowles MW and now me, understanding the values
and nuances of our business and getting what it is that we’re
about. But while Mac’s a constant there has also been a lot of
change. Each harvest plays its part in a much bigger picture,
ultimately dictating supply, while other international markets
come and go, impacting demand. In recent years it has
become much harder to source wines that offer outstanding
quality and at the right price. Far from calling time on a
special relationship that continues to pay huge dividends and
offer great potential, the time has come to give the range a
new lease of life!
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T

he Blind Spot label has been an
integral part of our range for almost
ten years now. It was the brainchild
of my predecessor as Australia buyer
and now Director of Wine, Pierre
Mansour, who noted the dearth of
good Australian wines in the UK at
that time between £7 and £10 a bottle.
Supermarkets were overflowing with
cheaper bulk options and there was an
embarrassment of riches at over £10.
But that intermediate price point was...
you guessed it – a real Blind Spot!

Freddy Bulmer
A WINE SOCIETY FIRST
In order to ensure there’s absolutely no compromise on
quality, we have accepted that many more doors open at an
ever-so-slightly higher bottle price in Australia. However, to
get the absolute best relative value possible we decided to
do something that we have never done before as a business:
buy grapes. In a very special new agreement, we will now
fund Mac to buy grapes across Australia from the vineyards
that excite him each year, rather than relying only on what
is already sitting in winery tanks. This far-sighted decision
allows us to plan what wine styles we want to work with
and adds greater traceability to the range. Mac can now
start at the beginning, working with fruit that inspires his full
confidence, and offering the best possible value for
our mutual benefit.

To get the absolute best relative value
possible we decided to do something that
we have never done before as a business:
buy grapes

K ING VAL L E Y

2021

Sourced from a grower committed to
sustainable practices and less
automation, this crisp, wild-fermented
garganega has mouthwatering aromas
of fresh herbs and lemon zest. The
palate is juicy, with concentrated
citrus, orange peel and lemongrass
notes, finishing with moreish salinity.
Drink now to 2024. 12.5%

Ref AU23951 2
£11.50 bottle | £138 dozen

YAR R A VAL L EY

2021

From 20-year-old vines previously made
into sparkling wine, this is very light
(almost a rosé!) and enticingly perfumed;
with peppery herbaceousness and
freshly crushed strawberry. The light,
crisp raspberry-sorbet palate makes
this perfect for chilling and enjoying
instead of a beer or spritz. Drink now
to 2024. 11%

Ref AU23971
£12.95 bottle | £155 dozen

This is an exception to the new
rule, as Mac already had it in barrel
before we reinvented the range!
What is certain is that it’s a delicious,
succulent, sour-cherry and blackberryladen wine, and celebrates Australia’s
thriving ‘alternative varieties’ scene.
Drink now to 2025. 13%

ADELAIDE HILLS Ref AU23981

2020

£11.50 bottle | £138 dozen
Crunch, punch and precision combine
in this spicy syrah, from a wonderful
vineyard in western Victoria.
Blackcurrant, dark spices and plum
on the nose follow onto the palate
and are joined by vibrant black cherry
and bitter dark chocolate flavours.
Drink now to 2028. 14%

G RAM P I AN S

2021

Ref AU23961
£12.95 bottle | £155 dozen

For a small business like Mac’s, this cash injection will
ensure that he can access otherwise unobtainable fruit
for us, meaning that what ends up in the bottle is more
delicious and better priced than before. The new range
will be smaller and more concise, focusing initially on
just four wines but with plans from the 2022 vintage to
increase that to six and, as before, changing each year
to reflect where value and deliciousness are to be found
in that vintage. As has always been the case, the focus
is on the wonderful diversity of styles available from
Australia but we have homed in on the more cuttingedge wines now being produced there, making the
most of Mac’s freer rein to showcase what makes his
country unique.
A bold new step demands a label to match and our
design brief started with Mac – one of the most exciting
and pioneering winemakers Down Under in my opinion,
but, at the same time, a true Australian wine historian.
Our new design fuses the formality of the old-school
– notably with the ‘small print’ on the front, instead of
being relegated to the back – with the excitement, fun
and positively disruptive nature of the new. The Blind
Spot, in a nutshell!
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O
OLD
VINES

Ageing
gracefully

S

arah Knowles MW ponders what it is about old vines that
captures the imagination so much

It’s hard to sum their attraction up in a neat pithy sentence but we know we’re
not alone! Just last autumn Jancis Robinson MW set this as a theme for her popular
wine-writing contest, receiving no fewer than 136 entries, each telling the tale of a
particular vineyard that was home to old vines.

Sarah Knowles

MASTER OF WINE

For me, the draw of an old vine is twofold. Firstly, I genuinely think that there is enough
evidence to show that wines made from well-managed older vines can benefit from
greater concentration, due to lower yields and better balance, especially in trickier
growing seasons. It’s often mooted that better-established root systems and thicker,
stronger vines have the combined effect of being able to weather drier, colder or
hotter seasons more effectively, as well as being more resistant than younger vines to
pests and diseases. Secondly, there’s the romance. Hear me out! Often these vines
are things of sculptural beauty, living reminders of the history and culture of their region
and powerful magnets for thoughtful, meticulous winemakers. And this could be the
most important point. Old vines need to be cherished. Perhaps those who stoically
tend them enjoy a sense of family connection that transcends agriculture, or maybe it’s
a sense of achievement that they’ve nurtured something venerable back to health.

Reds

Whatever the motivation, we admire their commitment and certainly
enjoy the results! Why not try six of them in the mixed case overleaf?

Spain: Cruz de Piedra
Garnacha, Calatayud 2019

Loire: Touraine Les Guinetières,
Domaine de la Renaudie 2019

Italy: Chianti Rufina Riserva,
Borgo Prunatelli 2016

Ever-popular, punchy and plump
Spanish garnacha, deeply coloured,
full, rich and very satisfying, from
50-year-old vineyards in Aragón.
The stone crosses (cruz) are
waymarkers on the ancient pilgrim
route to Santiago. 14.5%

Patricia and Bruno Denis produce this
gamay from their oldest vines creating
a deeply coloured, juicy red with spicy
redcurrant and blackberry flavours that
kept its freshness even in this warmer
vintage. 14%

This estate, the jewel in the Grati family's
vineyard holdings has many vines over
100 years old, whence a certified organic
Chianti of real personality with lovely
perfume and wild cherry, spice and
balsamic notes. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

Ref LO16331
£9.50 bottle | £114 dozen

Ref IT27571
£14.95 bottle | £179 dozen

Australia: Bleasdale Langhorne
Creek Reserve Shiraz 2019

Spain: López de Heredia, Viña
Cubillo Crianza, Rioja 2013

A full, generous, concentrated
shiraz aged in French and
American oak from Bleasdale,
who have their fair share of
Australia’s surprising cache of old
vines. Drink now to 2025. 14.5%

Mellow old-school Rioja, from this
legendary bodega in Haro who have
enviable stocks of old vines. Silky, fine
and savoury after three years in barrel,
it’s a gran reserva in all but name.
Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

Ref AU24391
£13.50 bottle | £162 dozen

Ref SP17241
£15.50 bottle | £186 dozen

Ref SP16261
£6.75 bottle | £81 dozen

South Africa: Percheron ShirazMourvèdre, Swartland 2020
A cracking vintage for this rich, generously
fruity red with floral perfume enhanced by
a sprinkling of spice. These grapes are
well suited to the hot Swartland, where
rare-breed Percheron draught horses
once farmed the land. 14.5%

Ref SA16311
£6.95 bottle | £83 dozen
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Argentina: Mendel
Mendoza Malbec 2019
Powerful red from a high-altitude
vineyard planted in 1928, offering
concentrated berry, cedar and
floral aromas. Decant half an hour
before serving to express them
fully. Drink now to 2030. 14.5%

Whites
South Africa: The Society's
Chenin Blanc, Stellenbosch 2021
The Grier family’s sustainably farmed old
bush vines at Villiera Estate add a richer,
more complex dimension to the bright stonefruit flavour of this great-value white. 13.5%

Ref AR4541
£16 bottle | £192 dozen

Ref SA17431

Rhône: Cairanne, Les Douyes,
Domaine de L'Oratoire de
Saint Martin 2016

Loire: Muscadet Sèvre-et-Maine
sur Lie, Comte Leloup du Château
de Chasseloir, Cuvée des Ceps
Centenaires, Chéreau-Carré 2018

60% grenache and 40% mourvèdre
from this Rhône estate’s oldest vines,
concentrated, rich and savoury with great
personality that justifies the tiny yields of
just 15 hl/ha. Drink now to 2029. 14.5%

Ref RH57431
£20 bottle | £240 dozen

Beaujolais: Château de
Beauregard, Moulin-à-Vent
La Salomine 2019
Poised, complex cru Beaujolais of beautiful
minerality and depth from the almost
extinct ‘gamay Nicolas’ variety, planted
over 100 years ago in granite soils at over
400m. The jewel in Beauregard’s crown.
Drink now to 2028. 14.5%

Ref BJ8721
£21 bottle | £252 dozen

Portugal: Quinta do Crasto
Vinhas Velhas Reserva,
Douro 2018

2

£7.75 bottle | £93 dozen

The clue’s in the name – 100+-year-old vines
that give real weight and concentration to
muscadet as we know it. One for richer fish
and fowl, creamy sauces and all. 12.5%

Ref LO16971 2
£9.95 bottle | £119 dozen

'Very old vines concentrate the
aromas because the vine produces
fewer grapes focusing all its energy
just on these.
Usually, wine growers don't keep
old vines because they do not
produce enough and they need
you to take more care of them as
they are very fragile… when some
of our very old vines die, we do
not replace them because we
don't want to 'dilute' the character
with very young vines, so we
use an ancient technique called
marcottage or layering, taking a
branch from one vine and planting
it into the soil to make a new vine.'

Bernard Chéreau,

Château de Chasseloir

Chile: Altamana Grande Reserve
Itata Semillon 2020
Bright, fresh and floral with a hint of
oak from 100-year-old vineyards in a
cool site near Coelemu in Itata.
Fermented in concrete tanks, then
delicately matured in barrels for six
months. Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

Ref CE11571 2
£10.95 bottle | £131 dozen

Bernard and his
daughter Louise

Low-yielding vines with an average age of
70 years deliver a complex, powerful red
aged in French and American barrels, with
great dark-fruit intensity, underpinned by
excellent structure and underlying sweet
oak. Drink now to 2033. 14.5%

Ref PW9621
£24 bottle | £288 dozen

California: Once and
Future Oakley Road Vineyard
Zinfandel 2018
From ungrafted and unirrigated
centenarian vines, protected from
phylloxera by the sandy delta soils
here. A truly remarkable zin with intense
cherry, pomegranate and spice notes.
Drink now to 2028. 14.5%

Ref US9061
£25 bottle | £300 dozen
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Whites continued
Alsace: Sylvaner Vieilles
Vignes, Dirler-Cadé 2017
From a vineyard originally planted in 1957
in the heart of Grand Cru Kessler, a dry,
clean-cut Alsace sylvaner with a hint of
pepper and salted lemons and refreshing
acidity. Drink now to 2027. 13%

Ref AL15061 2
£14.95 bottle | £179 dozen

South Africa: Thorne &
Daughters Paper Kite,
Western Cape 2018
Venerable semillon vines, part of the
Cape's winemaking heritage, that
translate into a wine of depth, intensity
and complexity, with remarkable energy
and persistence on the palate.
Drink now to 2023. 13%

Ref SA15131 2
£26 bottle | £312 dozen

Greece: Assyrtiko 'Cuvée
Monsignori' Santorini,
Argyros 2018
Weighty, saline, toasted-lime infused
assyrtiko from 200-year-old ungrafted
vines on the island of Santorini, fermented
in stainless steel and lees-aged for 11
months. Stunning, and built to last. Drink
now to 2033. 14%

Ref GR2221 1
£31 bottle | £372 dozen

Loire: Magnum of
Pouilly-Fumé Cuvée Prestige,
Domaine Seguin 2018
A blend comprising all three terroirs of the
appellation but from older vines, mostly
around 40-45 years. Longer ageing on
fine lees adds further breadth and
complexity without loss of freshness.
Drink now to 2028. 13%

Ref LO15974 2
£47 magnum | £564 dozen

These wines are aged in our cellars until ready to drink.

Leading the way in the Cape, John
Thorne-Seccombe and daughters

MIXED CASE
OLD VINES MIXED CASE
Six delicious ways to embrace
ripe old age. A six-bottle case
containing a bottle of each
of the following wines:
REDS
• Chianti Rufina Riserva, Borgo Prunatelli 2016
• Mendel Mendoza Malbec 2019
• Cairanne, Les Douyes, Domaine de
L'Oratoire de Saint Martin 2016
• Once and Future Oakley Road Vineyard Zinfandel 2018
WHITES
• Sylvaner Vieilles Vignes, Dirler-Cadé 2017
• Thorne & Daughters Paper Kite, Western Cape 2018
Ref MX2210 | £115
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WINTER
savings

I

f you’re looking to revive your wine rack and
your palate with some bright fresh flavours
for the coming months, the selection below
comes with generous discounts courtesy of our
suppliers, to satisfy and save at the same time.
We’ve included a couple of sparkling wines
and a super South African rosé too – perfect to
brighten up even the darkest days of the year!

The Society's Sicilian
Reserve Red 2018

Soft, round and ripe-tasting southern
French merlot with a hint of plum and
spice. This is a versatile wine, delicious
with or without food. 14%

The Society's
Côtes-du-Rhône 2020
Ripe, fruity grenache-syrah blend with
raspberry and redcurrant on the nose.
There’s nothing heavy here, just loads
of vibrant fruit. 14%

Parcelas Ecológico
Monastrell, Yecla 2019
Ecológico (organic) Spanish monastrell
(aka mourvèdre) that is full-bodied and
concentrated with generous black
fruit and spice flavours. A lovely winter
warmer. 14%

Cabardès, Château de
Pennautier 2019

Glorioso Crianza, Rioja 2017
REF

PRICE

FC40551

£6.95
bottle

£75 special dozen price
SAVE £8 per dozen
RH60311

£7.75
bottle

£81 special dozen price
SAVE £12 per dozen
SP16401

£7.75
bottle

£83 special dozen price
SAVE £10 per dozen
FC41631

PRICE

IT33281

£8.50
bottle

Smooth, generous and fragrant red from
Sicily's nero d'Avola grape. This has been
extremely popular since we introduced £90 special dozen price
SAVE £12 per dozen
it, because it hits the spot and is great
value. 13.5%

REDS

Merlot, Pays d'Oc, Domaine
du Bosc 2020

REF

£8.25
bottle

Cabardès, just outside Carcassonne, is
unusual in allowing both Bordeaux and
Rhône varieties. Expressive blackcurrant
£83 special dozen price
combined with southern spice and warmth, SAVE £16 per dozen
this is deliciously full-bodied. 14.5%

SP17201

£9.50
bottle

An elegant and modern Rioja which is
velvety and substantial with fragrant red- £102 special dozen price
fruit flavour and a lick of vanilla oak. 14%
SAVE £12 per dozen

Valpolicella, Coffele 2020
Lovely gentle and fragrant Valpolicella,
natural and unadorned, from Coffele's
organically cultivated vineyards in the
north of Italy. Drink now to 2023.
12%

Saumur-Champigny Tradition
Clos des Cordeliers, Domaine
Ratron 2018
Lovely ripe Loire cabernet franc with
dark but fresh fruit and an appetising lift
on the palate. Enjoy this year. 13%

Madiran Odé d'Aydie 2017
True to the Madiran style: grippy and
bold with dark fruit rounded by a year’s
oak ageing. Look no further for your
roast-beef wine! Drink now to 2027. 14%

Cabardès, Esprit de
Pennautier 2017
Dark and truffly top wine from this
outstanding Languedoc estate with
its Versailles-like château. Long barrel
ageing gives this merlot-syrah blend
polish. Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

IT32911

£11.50
bottle

£119 special dozen price
SAVE £19 per dozen
LO15891

£11.75
bottle

£123 special dozen price
SAVE £18 per dozen
FC41561

£11.95
bottle

£114 special dozen price
SAVE £29 per dozen

FC41451

£16.50
bottle

£167 special dozen price
SAVE £31 per dozen
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Chardonnay, Pays d'Oc,
Domaine de Pennautier 2020

ROSÉ & SPARKLING
De Morgenzon Garden Vineyards
Rosé, Stellenbosch 2020
Serious but deliciously approachable
(and beautifully presented) pale
Stellenbosch pink in a food-friendly
southern French style. 13% 1

Blanquette de Limoux
Réserve, Antech 2019
From the world's first sparkling wine
region. A lovely, crisp and fruity southern
French fizz. 12% 1

Crémant d’Alsace Cuvée
Julien, Dopff au Moulin NV
A 2021 Wine Champion from an historic
producer. A lively and lovely blend
featuring pinot blanc and auxerrois with
delicate yellow-plum and apple fruit
flavours. 12% 2

REF

PRICE

SA17981

£9.95
bottle

£93 special dozen price
SAVE £26 per dozen
SG3351

£10.95
bottle

£107 special dozen price
SAVE £24 per dozen
SG321

£13.95
bottle

£143 special dozen price
SAVE £24 per dozen

The Society’s French
Dry White 2020

REF

PRICE

FC39901

£6.75
bottle

Aromatic, delightful white with a light
touch sourced from Domaine du Bosc in
the Languedoc whose vast diversity of
grapes allows us to play to the strengths
of the vintage. 12.5% 1

£71 special dozen price
SAVE £10 per dozen

Feudo Arancio Grillo Sicilia 2020

IT31551

Sunny grillo from western Sicily, showing
apricot and grapefruit notes with a touch
of saltiness on the refreshing finish,
unsurprising for vines growing so
close to the sea. 13% 2
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£7.25
bottle

£78 special dozen price
SAVE £9 per dozen

PRICE

FC40621

£7.95
bottle

Lovely fruity chardonnay from an
outstanding estate outside Carcassonne
in the south of France, where the slightly £83 special dozen price
SAVE £12 per dozen
cooler climate allows the grapes to
flourish. 13% 2

Domaine Tariquet Réserve,
Côte de Gascogne 2019
A dry, fruity white made from the
gros manseng grape, refreshing and
vibrant with a hint of grapefruit.
12% 2

Clay Creek Vineyards
California Chardonnay 2018
A full-flavoured, generous and
satisfying California chardonnay with
rich, ripe melon, vanilla and popcorn
notes. 13.5% 3

Ribolla Gialla Friuli,
Cantina Puiatti 2020
Tangy, characterful lime and almondscented white from north-east Italy that
pairs wonderfully with food from simple
salads to roast pork. 12.5% 2

Viognier, Maison
Les Alexandrins 2020

WHITES

REF

FC41711

£8.95
bottle

£95 special dozen price
SAVE £12 per dozen
US10291

£9.25
bottle

£99 special dozen price
SAVE £12 per dozen
IT32861

£9.25
bottle

£99 special dozen price
SAVE £12 per dozen
RH61451

£9.50
bottle

Round, generous and fragrant viognier
from the Rhône with hints of apricot and £102 special dozen price
citrus. Perfect on its own or with sweetSAVE £12 per dozen
and-sour dishes. 13.5% 2

Grechetto Umbria, Barberani 2020

IT33271

£10.25
bottle

Elegant, subtle dry wine with bright
lemon pith, almond and lime. Develops
delightfully in the glass rather than hitting £111 special dozen price
you in the face at the first sip! Drink now
SAVE £12 per dozen
to 2024. 12% 2

Pietralata Sannio
Greco, Janare 2020
Generously flavoured with attractive
apricot and peach fruit and a balanced
refreshing, slightly saline finish. Great
value for an Italian wine of such quality.
Drink this year. 13% 2

IT33291

£10.50
bottle

£111 special dozen price
SAVE £15 per dozen

Winter Savings Reds

Winter Savings Whites

Winter Savings Mixed Dozen

A 12-bottle case containing two
bottles of each of the following:
• Merlot, Pays d'Oc, Domaine
du Bosc 2020

A 12-bottle case containing two
bottles of each of the following:
• The Society’s French Dry White 2020

A 12-bottle case containing one
bottle of each of the following:

• Chardonnay, Pays d'Oc,
Domaine de Pennautier 2020

• The Society's Côtes-du-Rhône 2020

• The Society's Sicilian
Reserve Red 2018

• Clay Creek Vineyards
• Cabardès, Château de Pennautier 2019
California Chardonnay 2018
• Parcelas Ecológico
• Pietralata Sannio Greco, Janare 2020
Monastrell, Yecla 2019
• Domaine Tariquet Réserve, Côte
• Glorioso Crianza, Rioja 2017

de Gascogne 2019

• Valpolicella, Coffele 2020

• Viognier, Maison Les Alexandrins 2020

Ref MX2211 | £89

Ref MX2213 | £89

SAVE £15.90 per case

SAVE £16.80 per case

REDS
• Parcelas Ecológico
Monastrell, Yecla 2019
• Cabardès, Esprit de Pennautier 2017
• Saumur-Champigny Tradition Clos des
Cordeliers, Domaine Ratron 2018
• Madiran Ode d'Aydie 2017
ROSÉ
• De Morgenzon Garden Vineyards
Rosé, Stellenbosch 2020
WHITES
• The Society’s French Dry White 2020

MIXED

CASES

• Chardonnay, Pays d'Oc,
Domaine de Pennautier 2020
• Clay Creek Vineyards California
Chardonnay 2018
• Feudo Arancio Grillo Sicilia 2020
• Ribolla Gialla Friuli, Cantina Puiatti 2020
• Grechetto Umbria, Barberani 2020

Ref MX2212 | £99

SAVE £17.35 per case
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The Wine Society, Gunnels Wood Road, Stevenage, SG1 2BT
Printed on paper from sustainable sources using vegetable inks.
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1874
What can we look forward
to eating and drinking this
year? We’ve thoughts from
our buyers on the areas to
watch and growers to follow
with delicious bottles and
food and wine-matching
tips to inspire your New Year.
Why not ensure your
wine rack is always well
stocked by signing up
for regular deliveries
with our flexible
subscription service?
For more information
and to join, visit
thewinesociety.com/fuss
Or scan:

Prices valid until Friday 18th
February, 2022 while stocks last.
Products subject to availability
which may be impacted by
ongoing global and UK
logistics issues.

thewinesociety.com
01438 741177
@THEWINESOCIETY1874

